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Party caucuses Beckon Gays
By Fred Berger and DE

The process of electing a new President
intensifies during t h e month of
February. Democratic Party presidential
candidates will be re-opening their
Maine offices and will be making
personal appeals for support from
registeredJJemocrats prior to the party
caucuses on March 4. Republicans begin
holding their caucuses in preparation
for the R epublican State Convention on
April 28.
'
.
DEMOCRATS
1984 - The year to dump Big Brother
Ron before he can watch us more than
he's watching us now. And that
dumping process (one process that won't
get us arrested, that is) begins on March
4, the day that the Democratic Party
holds its caucuses throughout the state.
The Democratic Party Town Caucus
(or Municipal Caucus) is, in party lingo,
the foundation of the party and easily
accessible to all of us common (and
un common) folks. Any registered an d
enrolled Democrat can participate and
vote in the Town Caucus, provided s/ he
.ia a reeidt111t ei ~ (~
not
Yegistered to vote, you can register and
enroll in the party any time prior to the
caucus. If you're registered as an
independent, you can enroll in the party
anytime prior to the caucus.) Included in
the long list of agenda items for the upcoming Town Caucus meetings is the
election of delegates/ alternatives to the
Democratic State Convention (May 4-6
in Lewiston) where, in turn, selection of
delegates/ alternates to the National.
Convention will occur. Now, what would

happen if masses of lesbians and gay
men, and all our friends and supporters,
attended the Town Caucus in our
municipalities? We might see masses of
lesbians and gay men as delegates to the
State Convention!
Given that 1984 is a presidential
election year, the election of delegates/
alternates will be a hot agenda item. In
the Democratic Party, the delegates/
alternates. must be 50/ 50 men and
women. Each town is allocated a certain
number. If you want to try 'to be a
delegate or alternate, attend the caucus
meeting with someone who will
nominate you, someone to second the
nomination, and a lot of friends ready to
vote for you.
The number of delegates/ alternates
each presidential preference receives is
determined by the percentage of caucus
attendees favoring that preference.
There's a formula by which they
determine the distribution (which . we
won't go into here), but the point is to
attend with a lot of folks who will vote
for you and be ready to declare a presidential preference or "uncommitted
status." After the caucus determines the
prefere11tial distribution and the
number of delegates each preference will
get, the preference groups caucus
separately and elect their choices for
delegates/ alternatives. So, if you want
to get elected, it would help if all your
friends declared the same presidential
preference so that you find yourselves in
the same group.
At the Town Caucus, Coul!ty_Committee mem hers are elected-"by those in
attendance. The importance of this is
that the members of the Platform Comcontinued on page 4

Gays Meet with Coogressman
Maine Republican First District
Congressman John McKernan met on
January 11th with a group of gay/ lesbian and gay / lesbian supportive
individuals to open up a dialogue with
the Congressman and discuss the
concerns of Maine's gay/ lesbian community. During the meeting, Congressman McKernan stated he was pleased to
open up a dialogue with Maine's gayI
lesbian community in his Congressional
District and welcom ed comments
dealing with issues that affected gays
and lesbians.
The group of ten individuals that met
with McKernan came from a diverse
work and political background. They
stressed to the Republican Congressman that support for gay I les bian issues
crossed political lines in Maine and his
support was wanted on these issues.
The three major areas of concern discussed with McKernan were the need for
a federal gay/ lesbian rights law to
protect the individual rights of all gays
and lesbians; the importancti of
increased federal funding for AIDS
research; and the necessity ofreforming
the United States' homophobic ' and
antiquated immigration laws.
·
McKernan listened very carefully as
members of the group discussed the
discrimination that occurred against
gays and lesbians in all aspects of their
lives. Congressman McKernan was very ·
open in his discussion of the
gay/ lesbian rights issue and asked
many questions stating that he had not
made up his mind on how he would vote

on this issue.
During the discussion of increased
funding for AIDS research, McKernan
said he was supportive of adequate
federal funding in discovering the
causes and cures of AIDS which, he said,
was a very valid public health concern.
The Congressman asked to be kept
informed of specific bills in Congress
that dealt with AIDS funding.
The issue of reform~ g the United
States' antiquated immigration laws
which excludes individuals identified as
being gay or lesbian from entering this
country or being allowed to become
United States' citizens was discussed in
detail. It was pointed out to McKernan
that the Simpson-Mazolli Immigration
Reform Bill would be before Congress
this year and this bill would do away
with this :provision of our immigration
laws. McKernan appeared to be supportive of the concept of reforming our
immigration laws to do away with this
inequity, but would make a final determination on how he would vote on this
issue when he saw its final wording.
The people attending this meeting
were pleased at how it werit. They allielt.
that Congressman McKernarr was
genuinely receptive toward · their
thoughts and concerns and left the
meeting with positive · feelings toward
McKernan. It simply pointed out how
important it is for our gay/ lesbi,m
community to develop a dialogue with
our elected representatives and let them
know of our concerns.

)Apuzzo Speaks February 9th
She is the ex-nun turned gay activist.
Human Dignity, she has gained
She is the teacher turned politician. She
widespread respect not only for tackling
is t he woman who was excluded from the the job of fund raising, but also for
Democratic Party committee meetings
seeing to it that those funds are well
in 1976 (gay rights were an embarrassspen t on cost-effect ive pr ograms .
mE1nt), the woman who helped write the Presently the Fund is supporting .a
De ocr tic P artj'.t s pledge on gay civil - program of t echnical a ssistance to gay
rights, the woman who presented that
and lesbian organizations, h elping to
pledge to the national conven tion in
underwrite the NGTF study of violence
New York City in 1980. She is Virginia
against lesbians and gay men, proApuzzo.
viding small grants to grassroots ·
Virginia Apuzzo originated the
lesbian and gay organizations, and
National Gay Task Force program on
taking in more than $30,000 in grants
anti-gay violence which is designed to
from outside foundations.
collect and disseminate the statistical
Virginia Apuzzo is perhaps our most
documentation needed to support the
articulate, astute and dynamic spokescas:e for gay civil rights legislation,
person. The public is invited to hear
sensitive and adequate police protec- Virginia Apuzzo speak on Thursday,
tion, the formation oflocal anti-violence February 9th at 7:30 p.m.-in the gym of
programs, and for intellectual evalua- the Portland U.S.M. campus. Her
tions of the political implications of appearance is sponsored by the Gay
these programs.
People's Alliance, the Board of Student
Under her leadership the NGTF has Organizations, and the Bureau of
been particularly successful in Cultural Affairs. Following Apuzzo's
persuading the Reagan administration speech, a reception will be held at the
to increase appropriations for AIDS- Sonesta Hotel sponsored by the Underrelated research. Throughout her career ground, Cycles, the Spring Street Gym,
she has repeatedly addressed the need to Backstreet, Bill's Coffee House, and
maintain a comprehensive view of gay Woodfords' Cafe. Admission to the
and lesbian health concerns.
speech and the reception is free and open
As executive director of the Fund for to all.
•
'.~

~~

* "Bent" Oper,s Feb. 25 * *

Audacity Theatre and the Gay People's
Alliance of the University of Southern
Maine through th e sponsorship of the
Student's Activity Fund, are presenting
" Bent" by Martin Sherman. This shocking drama, set against the backdrop of
N azi Germany, describes the plight of
homosexuals during this era while uncovering a plot of psychological and
social oppression. Performances will be
given at 8:00 PM on Feb. 25 and 26 and
March 3, 4, 10, and 11 at Luther Bonney
Auditorium on the U.S.M. Portland
Campus. Ticket& are $3.50 and will be
available at the door.
George Rumens, seasoned director
and producer of " Kaleidoscope", Portla nd's Art and Entertainment Magazine
on public cable, directs this cast of fine
locall actors. Bill Duffy, seen in Portland
Stage Company's "The Threepenny
Oper a" and numerous U.S.M. and Children 's Theatre of Maine productions,
leads off the group that includes Barry
Wood, Bill Bemis: Jeff Toorish, and Al
Duclos.

_ Bob Carr, an actor in Children's
Theatre and cabaret singer, divides his
time between acting in, and producing,
· " Bent". His production team includes
set designer Everett O'Neil, stage manager Eileen Sanborn, lighting designer
Jeff Toorish, and costumer and properties master Natalie Wolfkonish.
"Bent" takes its leading character,
Max, from his Berlin flat to Hitler's concentration camps where h~ poses as a
Jew to avoid the "pink triangle" and the
special persecution that awaits homosexual prisoners. He finds love under the
most brutal circumstances imaginable
while developing his most valuable
resource, his astounding ability to survive. "Bent", which was first presented
in London and New York in 1979 has
jolted audiences wherever it's played
and this Portland production promises
to be an equally jarring experience.
For additional information, please
contact Bob Carr at 772-1979 or Susie
Monagan at 774-8239.
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LETTERS
dear our paper people -

Dear Editors:
-

I am enclosing a letter that I received
from Terry Wallace for both my support
of the Terry 1Wallace Defense Fund
handled by "Interweave" of Maine and
also personal support as best I could.
The letter enclosed gives further information about his two suits and receipt of
funds to further his cause. I read about
his story in OUR PAPER publish~d here
in Maine and also in BAY WINDOWS
and attended the fund raiser a,t "Cycles"
in Portland, Maine for him on October
14th.
· If you find this letter to be publishable,
I am sure he would be glad.

On Dec. 30, 1983 Samuel A. Hinds and
Keith Bennett were convicted of sexual
abuse of a minor and aggravated furnishing of marijuana. The trial raises a
number of important questions. These
questions have little do do with Gay
Liberation_Editorially the Collective
has no comment. · ·
·

OUR READERS WRITE

Sincerely,
Roger Peaboc!>'

The following excerpts were taken
from recent correspondence received by

Roger,

Our Paper:
_ Regarding our January Edition on
Substance Abuse:
"Thanks for the articles in Our Paper
on alcohol and Drug Abuse. As a special
population-, gay men and women are
susceptible to chemical dependency
more than others. It's wonderfuhhat the
"no talk" rule has been .broken - Let's
keep it up!"
·
· "Thanks for your January, 1983 (sic)
issue. Though the paper was erroneou~ly
dated, there was to me exciting substance and variety throughout your
pages. Especially meaningful to me
were the substance abuse interview of
John Q. by DE and the at times incredibly inten~e and moving "Grief
Collage" by Barbara Maria. Special
thanks to Benny sans the Jets for the
non-stop banter from Aroostook, plus
the non-stop guts that it takes to be gay
in the County. I remember 12 years ago
when the Hancock · County gay group
. was all-important to my growth as a gay
person; Bangor wasn't any beacon back
then either. I second Benny's ho-hum for
the Queen City. Thanks again, Our
Paper, not only for the effort, but the
quality, too."

It's a beautiful Sunday morning.
Bright sqn and~a crisp +12°. Your cards
came yesterday and what a pleasant
surprise.
We finally made our quota of $750, The
Gay Community of New England has
been so supportive. Although my lawyer
tells me there will probably be more
expenses, we ·a t least have met and
started proceedings. They will all get
their summonses this week and we are
going to ask that the jury be 1/2 gay and
1/2 non-gay, even if we have to go outside the County to find them. With your
$25. (thank you) I can get another cord of
wood. I was almost out. We don't have
that much land, so I like to buy wood
when I can to save what there is here.
I'm saving all the addresses of people
who made donations and will send
progress reports. Happy Holidays to
you, too.
Terry

Editor's Note: Donations to Mr.
Wallace's cause may be sent to:
INTERWEAVE, P.O. Box 215, Augusta,
!,[E04330.

To B.J. Aaron ...
"Your article on celebrating the
holidays at home was hilariously funny,
and yet so tragic. I just finished your "A
Bad Fall" and enjoyed it as much as I
did the home-visit arti'cle ... Your ca.1{/Icff,
and directness is alm"ost frightening, but ·
simultaneously refreshing ... I look for
your articles first. You have a knack for
communicating - which reveals the
honest self-expression of an artist and
the emphathetic understanding of one
who has not only suffered, but cares
about others."

conti,!lued on page 3

Greetings;

FRIENDS:
I had never heard of Sonia Johnson
"an ex-Mormon . . ." Being an ex' Mormon, myself, I am keenly interested
in any similar people. This was mentioned in your MUSING column by Kate
and Lois in January's paper.
Would it be possible for a few more
..tetails on this person? Either by letter or
in the paper would be good, but I'd like to
contact her directly because of our
religious backgrounds.

Special Issue
The April issue of Our Paper will
feature articles about gay and
lesbian parenting. We welcome all contributions of articles, poems, graphics, etc. on
this subject.

F.G.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Although we are
not at liberty to give out any names and
addresses without prior consent; we will
be glad to ·see what we can do for you.
Thanks for writing!

The OUR PAPER Collective thanks
all who took the time to write in. We
greatly appreciate your support. And we
welcome both praise and criticism from
our readers at all times. Why not drop us
a no~·~ay?
~.)
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PURPOSE

I would like to respond to "Benny sans
the Jets's" intemperate and ill-informed
comments about Bangor ("dull dull
'
'
dull").
First of all, he must have been at least
an hour late to the (cancelled) Romanovsky and Phillips concert. I was there
with a number of others, some time afte;
the scheduled beginning.
It is true that Bangor does not have a
gay bar. It is also true that the gay people in the city have traditionally shown
little interest in their community. Fortunately, the Unitarian-sponsored Interweave group has begun to attract men
and women who are interested in gay
issues and has brought a new tone and
spirit to what it means to live in Bangor.
Having lived in New York City, Boston ·
and Tuskegee, Alabama, I can state
with some experience that it is as easy to
meet gay men in Bangor as in most other
pla ces. For the record, Bangor's favorite
watering hole is the Down Under Bar, in
the basement of the West Market Restaurant in the heart of downtown Bangor.
On almost any night of the week virtually every bar stool is likely to be gay. On
weekends, and some other nights, a
number of tables will also be gay. As in
other straight bars, gay dancing is not
permitted (I know-having been banned
for an interval for that reason). However,
in contrast to the sleaze pit in Augusta
and the strobe-lit, ear-shattering din of
Portland's largest gay bar, the h~ndsome, casual atmosphere of the West
Market is conducive to meeting both
new and old friends . I frankly doubt if
:anything in Benny's Aroostook County
can equal the friendly ambience of the
~ est Market.
·
Sincerely,
Stµrgis Haskins
Sorrento Harbor, Maine
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OUR PAPER is published monthly by the
OUR PAPER Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The purpose of OUR
PAPER is to serve as a voice for lesbians and
gay men in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support and
affirmation, and a vehicle for celebration, by
and for members of the lesbian.and gay men's
communities. We want the paper to reflect our
· diversity, as well.

EDITORIAL POLICY
We . will oonaider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding of
our lifestyles and of each other. Views and
opinions appearing in the paper are those of
the authors only.
All material submitted must be signed and
· include an address and/or phone number, so
we can contact the author should we need to
consider editorial revisions. However, within
the pages of the newspaper, articles
appear anonymously, upon request, and
strict confidentiality will be observed. No
revisions or rejections of material will occur
· without dialogue with the author.
We welcome and encourage all our readers
to submit material for publication and share
your comments, criticisms and positive
feelings with us. Remember, OUR PAPER is
Your Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.

can

SUBSCRIPrIONS
Subscriptions are $10 for ·12 iuues. Make
checks payable- to "OUR PAPER." All
submissions and correspondence should be
sent to OUR PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland, Maine 04104.
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE

Fred Berger
Doug Cruger

Diane E.
Myles Rightmire
Elizabeth
West Co11,st
Correspondents:

,j

1
•

i have enjoyed receiving · our paper
and am trying to distribute it in the sunrise country - a difficult task as most of
our folk are scattered, isolated and
closeted. i'm hoping our paper can
become a . vehicle in bringing us together. i agree we need to begin a dialogue
but have waited, wanting first of all to
validate and support your efforts to
become a paper. so far, for myself, it has
been like receiving a friend in the mailbox - very warm very nice. thank you
for your beginnings. ~
.
i love DE's enthusiastic and positive
commentary and agree wholeheartedly.
i want "gay" to mean something a lot
more than merely my "sexuality," i
want it to be the beginning of a community whose purposes include teaching
peace and understanding. i have tried to
speak out for peace and set an example
of openness in this county but to my
dismay i have been rebuffed by straights
AND gays. there are but a few of us here
who have the strength to be out, open
and proud. the rest seem content to hide
and view myself and the few folks i can
call "friends" as very threatening
figures in this community. the .e x-hippie
set, now comfortably established in
their ''homesteads" have become the
armchair liberals they· used to hold in
disdain. a strong woman who lives alone
and speaks out on issues, including
lesbianism, is threatening trre very ·
fabric of their existance, i.e., the wife has
her world - the husband has his - this
is called rural · washington county,
maine. (one woman's view.)
as far as our paper's relevance to the
sunrise county, it is hard for folks who
are trying to conceal their gayness to be
interested in a statewide paper for gays.
it becomes harder still when the content
of our paper is dealing mainly with the
struggles of folks in boston and san
francisco. it becomes practically an
impossibility when writers like john
preston show such a lack of sensitivity
t.o wh a t,living,in rural maine is all about .
john's article might appeal to a s.f. city
dweller, but to those of us who have
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ByKateandLois

For any of you who have gone through means for Democrats among us a big
the process of moving, you will under- turnout on March 4 for party caucuses.
stand why this month we're only Don't forget, if you're .registered as
capable of random thoughts once again an Independent, it's okay to change
... We are nearly moved to Washington, affiliation at the caucus. lf you're a
D.C. where Lois takes on a 20-month Republican, visibility will take more
appointment as Vice President~Execu- courage (given numbers), but is no less
tive of NOW (National Organization for needed! While we're at it, why not a gay
Women), and where Kate hopes to take registration drive in February? Or
on International Relations, feminist October? Or both?
2) A statewide lesbian/gay visioning
politics, lesbian/gay rights, electrical
and
political strategizing conference.
work, or any job that will ultimately feed
After all, why should only the Soviet
and clothe her.
Leaving Maine - the lesbian/gay Union get to make 5-y-ear plans?
3) A lesbian/gay lobby. We remember
community, friends, political work, the
overall ambience of the State - has been when the Maine Women's Lobby hired
a difficult decision, which would have its first - created quite a stir, she did.
been impossible had we not been clear Can you imagine? We might just begin
that we would return. For in this place to make "them" understand that we are
where we both have politically· grown affected by more legislation than just
and flowered, we have also found Home. the lesbian/gay civil rights bill.
4) An openly lesbian or gay legislator.
It will be disappointing to miss being
Are
- we so different from Minnesota
involved in the near fu.t ure of lesbian
where there are both? Isn't this Maine
_ and gay political progress in Maine.
So as we prepare to go, we want to where people are supposed to be judged
leave you with a list of things we would on what they do, not on another's
love to have been involved with in the unreasoning prejudice? Is it?
Instead of working these dreams to
next year or so. When you get them
fruition,
wefook forward to seeing them
going, don't forget to send us a fundthrough your efforts. ·And in return,
raising letter!
1) A visjble presence at the State until we return, we'll continue to muse
politicial party conventions. That on Maine, with a Washington flavor.
Fair enough?

l

AT....

TM&GVM
117 SPRING. 'ST,

PORTLAND

Kate and Lois:
·we'll Miss Ya!

F.O·~EX

TRAVEL
7 8 Arllng.ton , $treet
Boston· MA 02118
(At Boston Park Plaza)
phone:(817 )48 ·2-2 900

By Roberta Hickman

..--111111!1•---•-•lllllli•--•

Congratulations to Lois Galgay
Reckitt! She has been selected to be the
new Executive Vice President of the
National Organization for Women
(NOW) in Washington, D.C. This is
wonderful - wonderful for Lois, for
NOW and all American women. I am
Lesbian Roommate Wanted for Portland
happy for "us.'" Kate McQueen, the
household of 3. We have one dog and a cat, so
"significant other," will also be making
please no pets. Also must be a non-smoker.
the move to D.C. But I am not happy for
Rent is about $115.00/ month including utilithe Maine "us." Lois and Kate will be
ties plus $40.00 for winter coal supply. Call
sorely missed.
773-3503 between 6-9:00 p.m.
Kate and Lois have been a driving
DEAR GAYBEE,
force in gay and women's rights for
BEGINNING IN THE FEBRUARY years. Kate, an el_e ctrician by trade, will
I recently saw Stephen King's Chrisqe remembered for her eloquent and
tine and have been having nightmares . ISSUE OF OUR PAPER WE WILL ~qving keynote address at the 1983 Gay
OFFER
CLASSiFIEO
ADS
IN
THE
ever since. You see, I drive a '62 V alient
Symposium. She has been a co-chair of
FOLLOWING:
and I'm beginning to have some ·susthe Gay Rights National Lobby for
picions. ,The damn thing won't start
years. Lois will be leaving her position'
ROOMMATES•£-•
mornings, leaving me to freeze; the
as Director of the Portland Family
HELP
WANTED.
brakes stick (nearly sending me through
Crisis
Shelter and stepping up from her
SELLING
the windshield); the fan belt jumps out at
status as NOW New England Regional
APARTMENTS
my wrist when I go to add anti-freeze,
Director. She was instrumental in the
·s~_E KING
etc. I really thin_k this car doesn't like !Ile
~
=- ,...
.
initiation of a Maine Chapter and was
and/ or has seen the movie itself and 1s
Therateis$4for30words 10¢foreach the first State Coordinator. Lois will be
getting ideas. (I didn't take it to ·the
additional' word. All ads must be remembered for her "coming out" in the
driye-in, so it must have seen it on its
prepaid. Mail your ad by the tenth·ofthe Maine. State Legislative hearing of the
_own:) What am I to do? I've had it for
month to: OUR PAPER Box 10744 Gay .Rights Bill.in 1981. Both have paryears and can't bear the thought of
Portland ME 04104.
'
.
' ticipated in numerous workshops and
trading ~tin. SIGNED,- AUTOMATED
At this 'time we cannot accept personal .s~pos!~ms. The·"'K'ate & Lois" column
ads. We will expand the ad categories as appears m Our Paper.
DEAR AUTOMATED,
soon as we have a volunteer to coordiI am certain that if nominations were
nate
the
classified
section.
All
inquiries
to
be taken for those who have made
Sounds more like a problem for Lee
welcomed.
·
notable contributions to the gay commu.
Iaccoca to me. Did you really think I'd
nity ofbe
Maine,
and you,
Kate's
names
fall for this one? Every once in a while I • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .- would
on top:Lois'
We wish
Kate
and
get a letter like this from a bunch of you
Lois, only the very best in your pursuit of
guys in the frats trying to get wise. Well
these larger goals. Please go knowing
Gaybee is not just anyone's fool. (But
that your pioneering efforts and
she's looking to be somebody's!) Why
personal sacrifices have not gone
don't you guys stop wasting your time
unnoticed. Your niche in Maine's gay
sitting around writing this stuff up and
community will be hard to fill. Our loss
do something constructive like taking
will be their gain. In the long run, this is
Gaybee out to dinner or chipping in to
the right move. Meanwhile, Kate and
buy Gaybee a present, or doing someLois, we'll miss ya!
thing nice to .surprise Gaybee. Really,
there is just so much you could be doing
to make an old queen happy. By the way,
you probably could have pulled . this
.tl..A·
-A- 4
one off if it wasn't for that crack about
K... fl ~ \c...u "\) I~
ll U ~
~ ..L
the drive-in. Everyone knows the d r i v e - ~
.,-.:-:-,::
~
-l
ins in Maine close after;the July srn:iw.
· ~ 1 ;. ,
,
~
I
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CLASSIFIEDS

*

Dear Gaybee
DEAR GAYBEE,
Valentine's Day is almost here and
'this always leads to an argument
between Butch and I. His idea of a
romantic suggestion for this day always
leaves me feeling "chained to the
kitchen" (or livingroom or bedroom,
etc.). And mine feels like playing "Queen
for a Day" to him. Sometimes I think the
only reason he likes Valentine's Day is
because of the fun he has with those
~harp atTOws. •And·, he thihks' ;tfie 'o'nly
reason I'm in'to it is because r just love
my red velvet drag and ruby slippers
that I dig out every year. Gaybee, I just
don't know. Do you see any way out?
SIGNED, ARROWNEOUS
DEAR ARROWNEOUS,
This is a heart one to answer. (Sorry
kiddo, I couldn't resist.) I'd say it's time
to wise up and stop playing cupid to the
whole thing. Do something different this
year, on your own if you need to. Wear
your red velvet drag and go out on the
town. Sit down and eat the whole damn
box of chocolate cherries. And go shoot a
few arrows about town if you want to. Do
whatever makes YOU happy, and have
Butch do the same. This way neither of
you gets left feeling "strapped in" for the
night (unless by choice).
P.S. I want those ruby slippers.
GAYBEE

Letters,
continued from page 2
CHOSEN rural poverty as a preferred
lifestyle, talking about how "brutal,"
"grinding" and '"h'.i>'rri'ble" our lives are .
is a bit bf an iris ult. Wp,e akirig f6r myself, i
greatly" enjoy healing" With 'wood and
living' in a' handmade house. i do not
consider it . "romantic" in "any way. i
choose this lifestyle in the poorest
county in the U .S . SO that i might live
peacefully in the woods with my friends
- the trees and animals; so that i am not
tied to a 9-5 job; so that i may follow my
creative flow and be very far away from
the "industry" that john is decrying the
lack of. i am here because it isn't.
the emphasis on "the victim" that
most other media sources have so often
dwelled upon is not particularly
refreshing to see on the- pages of our
paper. i would :tnuch prefer to read about
what my' gay brothers and sisters are
DOING because the love to do it. there
are gay folks scattered all around this
state living interesting live&-'- let's hear
abont.-them!li believe that our paper is
providing a needed service to the entire
state by carrying listing and reviews of
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ORGANIZATIONS

By Phil Gautreau
Well, the GPA is back in the sling of ...
uh I mean, back in the swing of things
after a· somewhat restful holiday vacation break from school and work. The
regularly scheduled Wednesday evening
support meetings of qay FathersL_Lesbian Mothers, as well as the Fnday
Discussion Group have reconvened.
New participants continue to join each.
group to hear guest speakers, share
ideas about gay / lesbian-related topics
and develop new friendships with ·
returning members.
Along with the ongoing groups and
programs being offered at GPA, a few
new programs are planned to begin
during winter-spring 1984. On the
agenda is the organization of an antigay / lesbian violence program, the
successful National Gay Task Force
Violence Project which began in 1982. In
essence, the NGTF Violence Project
exists to·document incidents of violence
against lesbians and gay men and 'to
assist victims by providing counseling
and referrals to local support services.
By working with the NGTF, we hope to .

SHADES OF EXCITEMENT
By Elizabeth
Hey, folks, I found a way to beat the
February yuckies. No lie. It all begins
with a little guts to try something new.
B'eing a bit on the shy side, and not into
the bar scene, I wasn't sure how to meet
other lesbians with similar interests. I
mean it's rather difficult to stand on tqe
come~ of Pine and Congress, shouting to
the four breezes fo,_ all red-l;im~d!¥1
lesbians within a five-mile radius to 'd llie
a ticket and stand in line, please. Being
basicaily dauntless, I sought alternatives. And struck it rich.
"What. me answer an ad in the Maine
Times?? Whaddaya think I am?" While
shuffling through the Times one afternoon, I finally decided to take a risk and
find out What Kind of People Put Ads in
the Personals. And you know what?
There are some nice people out there.
Take Box #9045, for example. In less
than thirty words, she managed to get
her point, and her depth, across. I would
.normally never write to someone totally
unkno'Wll, but I was struck with her
choice of words, which cost her about
$12. For -such expense, one must choose
priority matter to write about. Instead of
filling her ad with meaningless poop like
hair color, eye color, and height above
sea level this woman stated that she
was a lesbian, that she loved her family,
that she ·desired spiritual growth and
appreciated intellect in others. For those
no-nonsense reasons, I wrote to ~er. I
told her I had no idea where she lived,
but that I was tired of half-baked relationships, and· simply wanted to ·meet
some women of substance and
conviction. She wrote back, saying
exactly the same thing. Our letters continue even now. As .a matter of fact, she
came to Portland and we finally met,
after having gotten to know each other
on a gut level through the mail.We had a
wonderful time together. The only drawback is that she lives so far away, and
I'm sorry about that. However, I
wouldn't have traded that time for anything. Not every wonderful lesbian has
to be your lover; many will beyourmuchneeded friends.
Finding a· new friend was great, and I
decided to do some more. With· all the
guts my little mind could muster, I
sweatingly wrote out an ad and sent it
in. The Times sends out the replies eyery
Wednesday, which means that
, 1.+; • i 1 . '

~' 'f

increase public awareness of the
the events that the GPA has been
incidence of violence against lesbians
involved in during the past few weeks:
and gay men in northern New England.
The other new program is a gay / lesOn Friday, Dec. 30, members of GPA
bian voter registration drive. Once
were treated to complimentary tickets
again, we will be working in conjunction
to the Portland Stage Company's
with the NGTF in its national effort to
opening night performance of Native
register as many gay and lesbian voters
American. A reception after the play
as possible. The GPA will be informing
gave us an opportunity to meet
the NGTF ofthenumberofpeople added
members of the cast and people from
to the voter rolls in Maine. NGTF will
the Portland Performing Arts Center.
keep a national count and issue it as a ·
public update on a periodic basis. In this
On Jan. 8, a number of us took a ride
way, the NGTF hopes to demo_n~t.r ate
down to the Cape N eddick Inn for
gay/ lesbian political clout to pohticians
brunch with members of the Seacoast
and the general public.
Gay Men. The afternoon was over too
In order to make these programs
quickly for all members of both
work, we need to have tnore people
groups to get to know each other.
working with us at GPA. Please call the
Hopefully, another get-together will
GPA at 780-4085 or drop into the office at
be planned soon.
. 92 Bedford Street if you are interested in
getting involved. We are hoping to get
Many thanks to Robin for organizing
people from outside the Portland anea to
the Jan . 11 meeting between
join in GPA activities. So let's hear from
Congressman-·John McKernan and
all of you who complain that there's
various spokespeople representing
nothing happening in Maine.
the gay / lesbian organizations and
The following is a review of some of
businesses. The dialogue gave parti-

Thursday is big time at the post office.
Some of the replies I received were rather
strange, and it does help to employ a .
sense of humor during such moments.
Remember, though, you are anonymous,
so relax and enjoy the diverse responses
that birth themselves into your mailboxes. Every so often, you get a winner
of a letter, and that's when you apply
your true writing energies. Of course,
unless they were really way out, I
answered each one. People who aren't
serious won't bQt\l&r to write you back
a second time. No big deal. I did get one
terrific reply from a woman who lives at
least five hours away, depending on the
weather. No matter. She was a true
thinker and a true feeler, full of great
ideas and an endless poetic manner. In a
. flurry I wrote back. She fired another
· one at me. I sent another. She sent a
small bottle of potpourri which she had
gathered and dried herself. Now, this
really touched me. I told her so. I also
invited her to visit Portland. Her letter of
acceptance is due tomorrow. I feel it's
important to meet the person you're
writing to, even though she or he may
live far away. When you meet a friend
through the mail, they only know you
through your written words, and you
through theirs. Consequently, you run
the risk of only knowing the intellectual
prowess, and nothing of how the other
lives, moves, laughs (so important),
plays guitar, does laundry, eats lunch, or
trips over ·a curb. In other words, you
miss out on knowing the total person.
Now. This next alternative friendmaking method is for lesbians. It would
be nice if a gay men's counterpart could
be developed. I'm talking about
Webwork, which is run by two women
up in Calais. The address can be found
in the Maine Times in the Personal
Services section. Upon sending your
letter of interest, you receive a friendly
note telling you about Webwork and "ts
options. For about the same price as it
would cost you to put an ad in the Times,
you fill out an information sheet and
send it up country. In a few days, you get •
four information sheets of Women also·.
in Webwork, hopefully matched up "to '
some of your likes, dislikes, beliefs anq
personality. Out of the four I received; .
only one was really closely "matched" to
what I ·had written on my sheet. I wrote
this individual, who turned out to be a
fascinating woman with a very diverse
and interesting occupation in the wilds
of northern Maine. She's witty, she's
succinct, she has a delightful sense of
sarcastic humor I love. So merrily we
toss the letters back and forth.
There are some wonderful,
stimulating, enthusiastically friendly
people out there. Sometimes I find it
hard to imagine life now without these
vital women being a part ofit. They keep
me thinking, they urge me to grow
within my own beliefs with their questions and observations about their lives.
I am a richer ~erson for havi~g kno~n '•
. tbe:r;n. So get rid o~ tl~~m yuckies. Wnte. )}
/
.. .. .... ·· ~··- · •
-~f
ri.1\-:-. -~; ·l ,~.. ~r,_W4~--,3'...'('; • ~,.-. "''.1- l

**By the way, this P.S. being·
added one day later, 'ol Potpourri
came through right on schedµle.
She'd just love to visit, dontcha
know.

cipants a chance to voice their
concerns about the lesbian/ gay
community and to question
McKernan about his position on gay
issues. Those who were present
agreed that the most urgent issue was
the federal government's inadequate
funding for AIDS research and assistance to AIDS patients. All in all, the
meeting appeared to be successfuL
Diane Matthews addressed the GPA
Friday Discussion Meeting on Jan.
13. Her. relaxed presentation and
candid answers to questions made
her enjoyable to listen to. She clearly
emphasized the fact that discrimination still surrounds us in many areas
of our lives as lesbians and gay mert.
· Final Note: Don't forget that Virginia
Apuzzo is speaking at the USM (Portland) gym on Thursday, February 9, at
7:30 pm. All are encouraged to attend
and hear this charismatic leader of the
gay / lesbian community. I'll see . you
there.

~·~·~
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CAUCUSES
continued from page 1

mittee are elected by the· County Committee (the platform being that document in which we always try to have
included a statement affirming gay and
lesbian rights, reproductive choice, etc.).
We would imagfoe that one would have
to possess some "pull" within the party
to get a seat on the County Committee,
but it.wouldn't hurt to try if you can get .
a <!!ow~ of supporters there to vote for
you.
'There's a lot more you should know if
you have any inclination to get involved
in party politics. For more information
contact the Democratic State Headquarters, 2 Central Plaza, Augusta,
Maine 04330, 622-6233. Ask around for
the location of your town's caucus. Try
the town office, the post office, or a
member of the party in your town.
Rmember that all Democratic Party
caucuses will be held on March 4.
REPUBLICANS
There is of course little doubt about the
Republican presidential candidate; yet
the GOP delegate selection process
offers gay Republicans an important
opportunity to influence the direction of
their party, at least in the state. In
Southern Maine particularly there is not
a ,g,:eat, d~~l. q:( CO!flP.~ttti?!l ~01; ~eleqio.n ..
as' a dell!gdte' to -the· ·s tate tbnv'tmhon'. '
\

1 , , .. n.h,.t.,,1._f~ • 1: )!I'(

According to a gay man who is active in
Republican politics, "realistically
almost anyone expressing a serious
interest can become a delegate to the
state convention."
Why woula anyone wish to become a
state or national Republican delegate
when the presidential candidate is not in
question? There is of course the question
of choosing the vice presidential
candidate. But to g'ay Maine Republicans there is the more important question of influencing ·. t he state' party
platform. ·To date the Maine Republican
Party has not entertained the question
of including support for gay civil rights
in its platform. Gay rights is seen as a
Democratic issue (although the Maine
Democratic state legislators generally
ignore their own party's platform statement in favor of gay civil rights legislation). A visible gay presence at the State
Republican Convention could force the
Republicans to deal with the issue.
Republican municipal caucuses are
held on ' different dates throughout
February and March. The state convention will be held April 28. Questions
about the location and dates of
municipal caucuses can be addressed to
the State Republican Party in Augusta
or to Peter.H. Burr, Elections Committee
Chairman, P.O. Box . 5, Kennebunk, M'a'.ine 04043; let 985-2323'. f .
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Lunch With Libby
By B.J. Aaron

"Nice meeting you, too," I said to him.
And scooping up the Irises I had brought
her off the seat, I walked out the train
door and onto the Bronxville platform.
I immediately spotted her in the
parking lot. Her blue tinted hair blowingr
in contrast to the silver Buick as she.
stood waiting and watching for me. By
now she had spotted me, too. And the
diamond covered fingers were set in
motion, waving as her fur wrapped
figure moved closer, her scarf blowing in
the December wind.
"D-a-w-ling! Oh, D-a-w-ling how are
you?" she greeted.
We ·e m braced.
"These are for you," I said, handing
her the flowers and a card that I . had
written out on the train ride in.
Oh how wonderful!" she shrieked.
"They're beautiful! Oh thank you,
d-a-w-ling! Thank you so much."
She's my Great-Aunt Libby. Arid
she'll be 71-years-young this month. As I
held her in the parking lot that day, I
couldn't help but think 1;1-bout how great
she looked and how lucky I was to have
time to share with her. She's always
been one of my favorite , people, even

THE CRY:

I.-

With .a great sense of loss, every
mov~ment has its martyrs. But from this
tragic loss comes unity and a renewed
sense of struggle - our opposition
becomes clearer. Such are the cases of
Harvey Milk, San Francisco's first gay
Supervisor and George Moscone, San
Francisco's long-time-coming progressive Mayor. Both were assassinated on
November 2_7, 1978 by Dan White, an exCity Supervisor, ex-cop and an "All
American Boy."
During the trial, White's lawyer
Douglas Schmid , argued diminishe"tl
capacity using his famous " twinkie
defense." The middle-class, non-gay
jury convicted him of manslaughter.
The maximum sentence was 7 years, 8
months; which meant with time off for
good behavior White would be out of
prison in just over 5 years. This was the
cause of a major riot iq San Francisco
a:qd the wounds are still open. On
January 6th, Dan White was released
from prison and relocated in Los
Angeles.
January 6, 1984 also was a day that
will be recorded in gay history. Thousands of gay and concerned people
loudly protested this miscarriage of
justice. The cry was, " l;Ie got away with
murder!" His release was met with two
large rallies, a march, and various
public displays of outrage. On the eve of .
White's release, red dye was dumped
into the fountain in the mall leading up
to City Hall. The next morning a brief
reenactment of the assassinations was
performed in front of City Ha}.l by Performance Lab Center. They wore large
paper-mache heads of Milk, Moscone
and White, and it was staged on a large
checkerboard. At noon, 4,000 people converged on Union Square for a rally. As
people congregated, a somber quiet
:feeling prevailed. There were hundreds
·of signs and banners of protest. There
was also an effigy of Dan White with
prison stripes and "666" written across
his forehead. The mood of the rally
changed immediately · when the
speakers began. They ·spoke words of
unity and strength, of our need to
coalesce with others who are disenfranchised, ·and of the need for us to
appreciate our diversity. There were
speeches about the inequalities of the
American Justice system and outrage at
the mentality that creates the Dan
Whites of the world.
There is a pervasive feeling that Dan
· White is a marked man and his days are
numbered. Sister Boom-Boom, of the
Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, was met
with cheers and tremendous support. He
openly acknowledged that White would
not live long. The gist of what Sr. BoomBoorri said wa s: ".In the B1bl~ ii says
1
should for!!ive the sinner' his sins,~()
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g,oes in the form of courtesy, concern and
· compassion. This day proved to be-no
I thought we'd covered about everyeitception to that. And as we bumped thing, as we sat in her car later on at the
into the "benefactors" of her kindnesses train station. But she turned to me and
about town, I was proud to be introduced said, "Now tell me about gay oppression.
as her nephew visiting frpm Maine.
I honestly don't understand what people
We did our shopping and shared the are talking -about with this. How are you
mmal chit-chat-catch-up-on-family- oppressed? I want to understand."
"Well, there's a lot of things," I began.
news routine that most folks do when
they haven't seen each other for a lo~g "Like being in love with someone and
time. Then we headed out for more not being able to share that. It's awful to
have to hide love, you know. Can you
serious business - lunch.
After ordering we became engrossed imagine what it would have been like to
in a conversation on psychology, hide your relationship with your hustherapy, etc. And , we shared how band for 25 years?" I asked.
"Then there's work. Job security is
difficult this all can be, especially for
men in this society. There is such a taboo alw~ys at stake. There is no protection
· though our time tob~ther has been so
on feelings and their expression. So for my lifestyle legally. And in my
limited due to geographical distance. · . much denial of the real self and of our profession (child development) there is a
She's a real joy and extremely young at
needs, whatever they may be. This led to great deal of paranoia.
"And to be honest, I really don't feel
heart. I hope she lives forever.
the usual conversation on "take homosexuality, for example." (Purely for all that safe at home sometimes. If some"D-a-w-ling it's so good to see you!"
one is coming to visit that I'm not out to,
"example," of course.)
she'said. And we drove off headed for
We talked briefly about the problems I have to race and tear around, hiding
Lord & Taylor so she could "treat me fu a
that "those people" encounter, and how letters, newspapers, pictures, etc. Anylittle something" for a housewarming
difficult it is for "them" to be out. I thing that might possibly clue them in to
present. "Just pick out what you want
.shared my usual little press release on who I really am. It's a real drag."
d-a-w-ling. And it doesn't matter what it
A sadness came ov..er her. She wept
costs," she stated rep~atedly.
how I think "everyone has a
homosexual drive," And how if we were · not because of the news that I am gay,
Libby has always been the generous
type. And her material wealth is only a
all "honest" about it, there would be but rather because of what this has
·n othing to be afraid of. (Such courage proven 1to be like (in some ways). Aunt
fraction of the real wealth she posses.
Libby qnderstood all too well what it is
and articulation!)
Her real treasure is a heart of gold, a
What the hell, I thought. She knows like to have to hide who you are from
piece of which she leaves wherever she
I'm working for a paper. Why not give it time to time, for she is Jewish. She
repeatedly wished me happiness. And I
a tzy.
As a matter of fact," I started, assured her that in my own way, I am.
There were but a few remaining
sipping on my water, "the paper I'm
working for is a gay / lesbian publica- moments before the train into the city
tion." I handed her JllY calling card. And was due to arrive. We hugged and shared
matter how vile or, hideous they might
how much the day had meant to us both.
sh1e called me on it.
be. I hope we can find it in our hearts to
And we made a pact to keep in touch
"
Are
you
a
homosexual?"
she
asked.
forgive. But someday somebody will feel
•·• yes," I answered.
better.
out of sorts (at this point he opens his
She asked to see my work in the paper
"
Well,
I've
suspected
for
some
time
purse) and go off their diet (and pulls out
now," she said. " Your Aunt Libby and told me how proud she was of me.
a package oftwinkies, opens it and takes
I told her I love her a lot
wasn't born yesterday, you know. I
a bite) and somebody is going to kill Dan
As the blue-haired lady in the silver
brought all 9f this up earlier because I'
White. I pray it doesn) happen, but .I'm
just wanted you to knew that it's okay car drove off to go play bridge, I could see
not stupid enough to think that it won't .
With "me. And I wanted-you to feel free my breath in the cold night air. I stood
And when it does, I hope we will find it in
to talk. You needn't worry about your there waving and felt the warmth of our
our hearts to forgive the sinner his sins."
confidences going any further. This is newly formed friendship. And I tasted
However, as a caveat it is important to
the salt of those few drops that ran down
between ·you and me."
note that the other speakers denounced
I · sat there speechless for a few my now cold cheeks. I was damned lucky
revenge against Dan White and spoke
moments. My eyes swelled. In her accep- to have had that day with her, and I
instead of nurturing our anger to use in a
tan ce of and lovi! for me we had gone knew it.
' mote constructive way .
·
'
"Your Aunt Libby wasn't born yesterbey ond a blood kinship and become
At the close of the rally it was
day, you know," I heard in my mind. She
friends. I felt very honored.
. announced that we would be marching
The day raced by. We sat in the certainly wasn't, I grinned to myself.
through the financial district and to
restaurant and talked for hours. She But we as young and old, straight and
make as much noise as possible to show
asked about my life in San Francisco, gay had been born that day.
our outrage. The march was very
:t;climbed the platform steps.
about being gay, etc
spirited and cathartic. People brQught
all kinds of noise-making devices from
whistles to trash can lids. ·T hose who
had nothing used their voices and
hands. Two chants predominated: " He
got away with murder" and "OffWhite." The march reportedly spanned
nine city blocks. With ringing ears, 'Ye
Your GAY ADULT BOOKSTORE in southern Maine
ended up back at Union Square.
l75Yz St. John St., Portland • 773-4478
There were a couple of closing
speeches. As the crowd was breaking up,
a street theater group performed a short
play about the outrage of the public over
White's conviction and inadequate
sentence.
Open THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
While the rally and march were underFrom noon 'till 6 pm; daily
way downtown, a· sit-in occurred at the
intersection of Castro and Market which
stopped traffic for a half an hour. The
police gingerly disbanded the d~monWE'RE ON THE-BUSUNE
strators arid no arrests were made.,
At 8 p.m. another ( ally was held Qil
Castro Street which was blocked off. The
police estimated 9,000 people were
)>
n
there. This rally vvas more fiery and
demanded systematic change. One
l
speker calle<l for a general strike in '84.
Grey.hound
Vl
Station
In addition to a large number of
speakers , there were also gay
comedians and musicians, including
Stephen Grossman, Dead Kennedys,
___,, '(fence)
St. John St. (Rt#ll ~ (south)
Blackberri and Mimi Fox. After the
rally, the ,effigy of Dan White was
burned and a small skirmish broke out
when someone tried to burn the
Portland Shopping Center
American flag. Nonetheless, the day
was invigorating, provided hope, and
gave evidence that apathy has not
dulled evecyone.
Surprisingly and unfortunately, the
I
I
organizers of the day's events were not
I
CUP & SAVE THIS COUPON
I
given any support from San Francisco's
HAPPY HovR. - ~ foll 1 !
gaypoliticalleadersornewspapers.One
ONJ!
_· PA•'S liT l{Er:..IAJ..lt/1. PR.JC€
I
I
gay newspaper said there was no enthu..,
u1
siasm for the rallies, but the community
I
!IND I~ 13JJDDy 1/leWS Fi?.E.E!
proved them wrong. There was a great
1· NOW ntfi.pUG-# Ft;1Jfl,U!-IR.. y ~9, 19'11/- ·
I
sense of purpose that day. We have a
I .
I> 5. 09 Pl!i< Houf<. 1/ALuE. · - · I
need to upify in the face of <?P.P.:r:essio~ ,
and. injustice. ' Irlju'stice'. can~9·r go bY, ,'
' H
AN IMP
I • 'o ·R. TANT p' A'ri-T o'F
· YOUR''s'ocIAL LIFE··., . ' ..
I

"He Got Away With
By K. Max Mellenthin
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DS: Yes. Tom Wilson has a song
about the "Gay Name Game." There are
moments in my frustration when I
would love to start saying a few names. I
think probably the largest number of
gay clergy I have met in Maine are
Catholic and the second largest number
are from the conservative fundamentalist group, the ones who are so
strongly against who we are as people.
The ten percent rule is everywhere,
including clergy.
FB: What do you mean when you say
you are not a Christian?
DS: I think people who call themselves Christian identify Jesus as the
Christ, as the Son of God, born of the
Virgin Mary. I do not ascribe to that
theological precept that says that Jesus
is the Son of God,. is God incarnate on
earth. Many Unitarian Universalists
look at Jesus as a prophet. We often refer
to Jesus as the son of Joseph which
would be an insult to the religious
orthodox who view Jesus as the son of
God or the son of Mary. In that sense no,
I do not consider myself a Christian. ldo
not think that Jesus died for my sins and
that I am damned to eternal damnation
unless I accept Jesus the Christ as my
Lord and Saviour.
Our Universalist heritage had its
beginnings with the concept that no
loving God is going to condemn all of
his, using the sexist term, children and
therefore I cannot" conceive of God

Our People
Q

Douglas Morgan Strong:
Out in Church
By Fred Berger
Douglas Morgan Strong is the.
minister of All Souls Unitarian Church
in Augusta and the founder of INTERWEAVE.
FB: How long. have you been the
minister of All Souls Church?
DS: I came in thefirstofMay, 1980almost four years.
FB: Were you open about being gay
when you were hired for the position?
DS: Yes, I was. I decided I was not
being hired because of my sexuality. I
was being hired because I have certain
talents and skills in the ministry, yet my
sexuality is as basic a part of my life as it
is anyone else's life, and I did not want to
keep that hidden as I had in other
churches. As anyone who has ever been
in the closet knows, it takes too much
ener,gy. simpJy too much energy, to keep
it all secret. There are always the people
in the church who try to marry off the
minister. I went through that in another
church where I was regularly being
asked by people ifl didn't want to meet
their cousin or niece or something, when
I wanted to meet their nephews and
needed for them to know that.
FB: How did the selection process
work at All Souls?
DS: The process for being hired for
our church is the way any person is hired
for any kind of a job. In our denomination we are not sent by a mother church
and assigned to a particular parish.
Each church has total autonomy. So I
came and had an interview. My resume
does not contain any clarifications of
sexuality. After the interview I was
called by the chairperson of the selection ,
committee who said she needed to"'a s lc
me a question. She hummed and hawed
·and said, 'How does it happen that you
are thirty-six and not married?' I
thought to myself, 'hmm,' and replied,
'Haven't met the right person.' She said,
'Let me rephrase that,' and then finally
she said, 'Are you gay?' I said, 'Well yes,
and it's one ofmy nicest characteristics.'
The selection committee talked to the
governing body of the church and they
unanimously decided th~t among the
candidates that I was the most .
appropriate for their particular
congregation.
Our process is that you come for one
Sunday and then you spend the week
meeting the various people in the congregation, then the second Sunday you
· a service and then the congregation
has a special meeting where they vote.
We did not tell the congregation before
the first Sunday. The feeling was to let
them like me or dislike me on whatever
grounds they wanted to, but not to have
them prejudge me which of course they
would have. So Monday or Tuesday of
the candidating week a few people were
told and they told others and quickly the
whole congregation knew. The Friday of
the candidating week we had a special
evening called "Once Upon a Ministry
- a look at ministerial expectations and
lifestyles." We talked very openly and at
great length about what it might mean
in a town of20,000to hire a minister who
happens to be gay. L have always
corrected people who say I'm a gay
minister. No, I'm a minister who
happens to be gay. Thefactofmygender
identification is not why I was hired. It
is not an issue in the congregation. It
was not discussed at the meeting where I
was actually hired. My qualifications
were discussed with some rather
flattering comments. My gender
identification was not an issue and it
remains to be no issue.
FB: I find it hard to believe that it is

not · an issue. What about people who
perhaps won't go to your church because
you're gay?
DS: Yes, that's true. Butthepeoplein
the church do not spend a lot of time
talking about their gay minister or
having to defend me. The church con-.
gregation has doubled its size since I've
been here.
FB: Are there many gay people in
your congregation?
DS: Ten percent of the population is
gay. We have that ten percent and we
have more. I hesitate to use a number. A
lot of people in the congregation, as anywhere else, are closeted. Gay people find
it a very comfortable environment
because the entire congregation
seemingly reaches out in a very
affirming way. Gay couples can_be a
couple at the church. They are listed in
our church directory as a couple.
FB: On a national level is the Unitarian Universalist church particularly
open to gay people?
·
DS: Part of me would like to say a
resounding 'Of Course.' The liberal religious community has as one of the basic
premises on wnic'h we gather as a community of faith, the supreme worth and
dignity of every human personality. Oqr
churches have supported divorced
people who feel shunned from more
traditional religious communities. Yet
the reality is that within our own
denomination we do indeed- have churches that do not welconre homosexuals as much as I would like to see it.
However, our denomination has had for
the last sixteen years, and was the first
denomination in the country to have, a
paid staff member at the denominational headquarters who works in gay
concerns. We have supported no less
than nine resolutions at our annual
General Assembly supporting gay
rights, gay concerns, gay ministers, gay
marriages. The Unitarian Universalist
denomination has, and continues to,
reach out. On the pamphlet rack among
all the pamphlets about our church there
is one with a pink triangle which specifically speaks to gays and lesbians in
the denomination, welcoming them.
I think that by and large liberal people .
are more willing to welcome gays. As an
example . . . I worked on a task force
when Anita Bryant was doing her thing
with Senator Briggs in California, and
we wrote a petition and we got our congregations to sign it. This was the Los
Angeles Ecumenical Conference that I
was a member of when I had a chu~ h
there. After the three weeks when we
were working with them, we got back
together and the gentleman on my left ·
began the reporting by saying that he,
as a Lutheran minister, had gotten ten
people to sign the petition. The Catholic
priest got five people to sign and the
Presbyterian minister got twenty. They
all went around the room and I
happened to be last. I looked at them and
said, 'I'm astounded. I got 330 signatures during coffee just during one
week.' And the response was, 'Oh yes
Doug, but you're a Unitarian Universalist. We would expect the liberal community to be more affirming.' The other
churches could not announce it from
their pulpit. They couldn't ask for a
general resolution. I just did a pulpit
editorial saying, 'Hey, this is no good. As
religious liberals we need to support our
gay brothers and sisters' and the
petitions were passed around. It's that
kind of difference. It's a whole different
attitude about life. I think that people
who stumble upon Unitarian Universalist find within our congregations an

"'I have always corrected people who
,~ay I'm a gay minister. I'm a minister
who IJ,appens to be gay."
affirmati~n of whomever they are.
ll<'B: How do ministers.from other con·
gregations react to your being gay - in
Augusta, Maine?
DS: Some react with real affirmation,
others are totally horrified. I produce a
living example of exactly what they do
not think ought to be there. I say this
without an ounce of ego involvement,
but our church community has grown,
has flourished, has supported itself
filllancially - in new heights, new
horizons, in the last three years. The
congregation at All Souls credits its
ministers with the renaissance of religious liberalism. I credit the congregation.
The point is that the fundamentalist
conservative ministers who would like
to point to me and say, 'perversion,
dis:grace, abomination,' have to say,
'He's successful, he's respected, he's a
community leader, he was elected scribe
of our clergy association. How do we
explain ·t hat and what our religious
teachings tell us about this horrible
perversion.' It must be a terrible enigma
for them. The more conservative.fundamentalists have real problems wjth me.
There's no denying it. The sadness is
that not one of them will confront the
issue directly. Recently at the Augusta
Cl,ergy Association meeting the
qmestion was raised, 'Are we a Christian
organization?' It is no secret that All
Solllls Unitarian Church views itself as
non -Christian. I am a humanist. I am
not a Christian. Yet I am a religious
leader. I am legally ordained within a
religious movement that is 500 years old.
So they couched the question, 'Are we a
Christian association of clergy? Our bylaws are very clear that we have no
credal or dogmatic requirements for
membership. Their question was really,
'How can we stop him from being active
with us?' They really would be much
happier if I wasn't there. I show up to
every meeting.
FB: So you don't think that you've
changed attitudes within that group?
DS: Oh, I have. · One minister of a
mainline denomination here in Augusta
said, 'I have really struggled with who
you are sexually and it's been very
difficult for me, but I have new appreciation.' That for me was a near miracle.
This was a Baptist minister speaking. I
appreciated his struggle and have
enjoyed working with him. But by and
lar,ge they wish they could push the
disappear button and have me go.
, FB: Do you ever meet closeted gay
cle1rgy?
·

saying that only those who believe in
this particular God incarnate on earth,
will be saved. Many Unitarian Universalists have reached beyo:r,.d the limits of
Christianity and ascribe to a theological
stance which says the world, the globe,
and thought are evolving and as things
change, and as we change, our thoughts
change. Thus documents written at one
point in history, while containing
revelation and insightful information,
are not any more sacrosanct than any
other pieces of literature. So Unitarian
Universalists do not have-a holy book, a
set of credal statements that we must
believe in order to be a Unitarian
Universalist. Those are religious questions which are personal and we accept
those personally.
The fact that there is no credal state·
ment for our religion simply overwhelms
the more orthodox communities that
most definitely have ritual statements
which are valid and statements which
are invalid and do certainly discriminate against people who refuse to believe
certain things which they have on faith.
It's almost as if two hundred years ago
Unitarian Universalists replaced
revelation with reason. If things seem
reasonable we're much m,o re inclined to
look at them positively. Instead of the
religious witnesses, we put more energy .
into social witness, social concerns,
social action.
FB: Were you raised as a Unitarian?
DS: Yes, I'm a sixth generation
Unitarian.
FB: But you joined the ministry
relatively recently.
DS: Yes, eight or ten years ago. I
spent a career as a national officer of the
American Red Cross on world staff and
spent ten years travelling in forty-four
countries. I always felt very good, and
still do, about the work the Ame1ican
Red Cross does, but I began to find for
myself certain questions of life that tap
something deeper than the social service
aspect of human services and I spent
more time questioning· those things.
Basically it's three questions in a nutshell: "Who am I? Where am I going?
and What am I connected· to?" Theologians have expanded tho~E: questi~ns
through different commumties of faith
for centuries. So I finally decided that I
needed to answer those questions for
myself and the best way to do that was
through the ministry. ·
.
FB: At what point in your life did you
come out?
DS: Ah, got an hour? . ,
FB: I realize tha.t 1t s a process.

DS: Doing this intervi'ew is coming·
out. I had an amazing ability to play
mental gymnastics within my own
psyche and deny even a hint of a concept
that I may be gay until I was probably
thirty. I did not speak to another human
being about my sexual identity until I
was thirty. When I think about the
incredible amount of pain that that
churns up even now, I don't know how I
made it. I did not know I way gay. If I
had allowed myself to identify my

·and I meet. In the gay stereotype, we
meet on Monday, we move in on
Tuesday, we set up housekeeping on
Thursday and we want to rush out and
get married or have a "union" service on
Friday. I have been involved with those ·
kinds of happenings and I have felt that
the-ministry and the age old tradition of
marriage were discredited. I have found
something which works well for me.
When a woman and a man come to see
me for counseling prior to marriage,
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people.

FB: What is .t he purpose of INTERWEAVE?
DS: INTERWEA VE's purpose is
simply to be a non-threatening place for
lesbians and gay men to get together. I
am told over and over again that the bar
scene certainly answers a need, yet there
needs to be alternatives and that's why
INTERWEAVE began. As is the case
with whatever happens within our religious community, it is in no way
restricted to Unitarian Universalists.
The world religious conjures up all sorts
of images of sitting around with bibles
praying, chanting and singing hymns
and drinking milk and eating cookies
which is probably as far from reality as
anything can be when you're a
Unitarian Universalist. We have shown
several movies at meetings - Personal
Best, Making Love, and Outrageous.
We've had speakers about AIDS, Our
Paper, gay weddings, rape, family
violence (including that within the ga y
they are aware of certain legal ramifica- family), and about alcoholism. I am
tions that are going to occur when the del i ghted that one result of
ceremony happens.· If the woman dies,
the man becomes the n ext of kin not the
woman's parents. If th e man dies, the
woman inherits his income, not his
brother or sister or his mother. The state
does not afford those protections to us as
homosexuals. So what I do is . . . if two
men or two women come to see me and
they want to be married, I affirm that
decision.That is not an easy choice for
any people to make. Yet the degree of INTERWEAVE is that there is now a
commitment can often be different in gay-lesbian AA meeting on Tuesdays
that as gay men we may decide to play and Thursdays in Portland, Saturdays
marriage. We have a beautiful wedding in Bangor, and now beginning in
and go off to the Bahamas on a honey- Augusta on Mondays and Fridays. That
moon, but if/we want to call it quits we to me is a real outreach which is really
simply say, 'Thanks a lot friend, but it marvelous. We've also sponsored
just didn't work' and we toodle on our Romanovsky and Phillips and we're
way. I require that the couple see a having Tolm Wilson next summer.
lawyer and make legal with a contract
I have a lot of personal satisfaction
those things which the state makes legal with ·INTERWEAVE, although I don't
by the sheer act of m~rri~- Which have the amount of investment in it as I
means that the couple have power of once did. It goes more and more on its
attorney for one another, that they own, less with my involvement which is
become the next of kin, that they put in really nice because gay activism is not
joint ownership the house, the car, the what I'm all about. It's not my
boat, the Picasso painting, whatever. Do major purpose in life. I would like to
you know what happens? Almost two- think that my ministry is more all-conthirds of_ the people don't feel that_ degree clusive. I helped to fpund the Clergy and
of commitment. But !nave done a lot of Laity Concerned chapter in Augusta. I
gay weddings. I refuse to call it a union serve on nine boards of local and state
service or a service of bonding. It's a
wedding. It's a marriage. The two men
are in love and they deserve the dignity
of ten thousand years of tradition.
FB: How did INTE;RWEA VE begin?
DS: When I first came to Maine six
years ago I was the minister of the
Unitarian Meeting House in Eastport
and Iwasthechairofourchurch'ssocial
concerns department. I brought to the
attention of the social concerns committee the need for more outreach to the
gay and lesbian people in our denomination. We began what we called the social

"I had an amazing ability to play mental
gymnastics within my own psyche and
deny even a hint of a concept that I might
be gay, until I was probably thirty."
feelings, I knew what those feelings
were ... but I never allowed myself to
think about it. And it worked.
I was in seminary in Berkeley, Califor- .
nia, one of the three Unitarian
Universalist seminaries. Needless to
say the Bay Area has a very visible gay
community, and perhaps it was the
strength of that community, or perhaps
it was just my own growth, that allowed
me to do it. I did it in a funny way. I had a
class as a. minister's counselor. The
person on your left was your counselor
and the person on your right was your
patient. We met once a week for an hour
with each person. The man on my left
was a seminarian of another sch ool and
I didn't think about it ahead of time. We
sat down at the first meeting and I said,
'Well Mark, I'm gay and I've never said
that to another human being in my life.'
What a sense of relief! And then the
coming out process just kind of evolved.
It took a while for me to tell my parents.
It took a while for me to tell my friends. It
took a while for me to tell my classmates.
And the response I got from everyone
was 'Oh; we knew that.'
FB: I think that happens a lot.
DS: I think it does happen a lot. However, with my pon tifical finger pointed,
you don't know that until you have done '
it. For those who struggle with coming to
grips with who they are sexually the fear
level is immense. When asked to speak
with you, the main reason I saiq yes
was that I am now worlon?"'wit h three
men whose lovers elected to terminate
their lives because the pain of who they
were sexually won, rather than the celebration and the affirmation of who they
were as human beings. That sense of
immense waste of people who aren't able
to feel comfortable about who they are
leads me to say that people need to know
that you can feel comfortable about who
you are.

social service and religious organizations. I'm active with the Red Cross. I'm
the president of the Library association.
I'm ethicist for the Veteran's Administration . . .
FB: Ethicist?
DS: Ethicist. When the Veteran's
Administration wishes to do any
research which involves human
subjects there is a committee which
must assure that the dignity of the subjects is not abdicated in deference to the
research. I am on that board which
approves all research. I do a lot with the
peace movement and the nuclear freeze
movement with Pax Christi and the
Clergy and Laity Concerned. I have
been invited to go to Nicarauga in April
on the Witness for Peace. I am fluent in
Spanish and will be on of the
interpreters.
FB: You've accomplished a lot so far
in your life. What goals do you have for
the future?
DS: Not to go backwards. The
process of getting where I personally am
now was a somewhat painful exper-

"Among the names suggested for the
group was 'Toto' for Dorothy's dog. We
settled on INTERWEAVE."
ience. What I see for myself in the future
involves more people. It involves communities, whether it's a religious
community or whether it's a community
of lesbians and gay men, or whether it's
a community of people working for
peace or working against a nuclear
holocaust. My life is moving in the direction of being involved with the changes
that · will have the most profound
difference in who we are as people. I do
not see specific goals that in five years I
want to accomplish. Rather I see what
lies ahead as more expansion, more
enriching, more challenges, confronting
more people, trying to create a more just
and meaningful world.

"It took a while for me to tell my classmates. And the response I got from everyone was, "Oh, we knew that."
FB: You mentioned gay marriages
earlier. Have you done any? And what is
the purpose of a gay marriage if they are
not.recognized by the state?
DS: I think there are in our lives
certain passages which we mark with
public ceremonies. We do this when
someone dies. We have a letting go, a
memorial service. When two people find
each other and wish to commit themselves in some sort of a bond we honor
that. From ages forgotten , humanity
has drawn together and celebrated the
coming together of two separate lives.
The state makes that legal and
sanctions that through a bureaucracy
called the Department of Vital Statistics
and you pay your money and you get a
form and various people sign that form,
including the minister, and then all of
a sudden that loving union becomes
legal. I think it's a disgrace that legality
is not included to _people who love each
other who simply happen to be of the
same gender.
I do perform weddings for people of the
same gender. I p.n,d unfortunately that
there is something very faddish. You

concerns for lesbians a nd gays. We put
an announcement in out denominational
newspaper about this and got twentyfive or thirty responses from across the
state, including several from people who
were not active members of the
Unitarian Universalist congregations.
Eventually I wrote all those people and
said, 'Let's get together. I have no
agenda. I have no outcome in mind. I
only have a personal need to reach out.'
Twenty-seven people came to the first
meeting in Augusta, and then we began
to meet monthly rotating between
Bangor, Augusta and Portland. After
several meetings it was time for a name.
Among the names suggested was 'Toto'
for Dorothy's dog. We settled on INTERWEA VE. The group grew and I began
editing the monthly newsletter. Eventually the Portland and Bangor groups
began to meet on their own. The Portland group ran for about a year and then
ebbed away and is no longer active. The
Bangor group struggled along for about
a year and a half and then has taken off.
They now get as many as forty or fifty
people for their meetings. Augusta has a
pretty loyal following of six to ten
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POETRY
history is war related
over and over and O"er
battle by battle blow by blow ~
inane reasons in instant replay

"·

Lover
fall into my eyes
and catapult through my body surprising
not whole or solid

All·Am~rican Boys
Frank Mosca
Alyson Publications; $4. 95

#

not whole or solid,
but filmy mist ...
molecules easily pushed aside
as you go where you will.

one hundred twenty-five million
christians watching M* A *S*H
on saturday night
kneel to pray
on sunday morning
hoping "god" will stop the killing
when "god" is really each person's belief
in their own ability to create
any thing they want!
anything! please but not m"ore children
to send to school to learn more war
homosexuals are people
who have decided to stop
having children as a recreation
and begin the true re--creation
of a world at peace.

- Olin Miller
- Elizabeth

a

history contains the chauvinistic glorification of war
towards the preservation of the patriarchy
heritage implies the preservation of Life .
towards the prosperity of the future
teach heritage turn of the news the media feeds off the victims
of the violence it reports.
teach herstory rememberhis never ·t old you
that millions of women were burned
I
witches burned alive
witch means strong women
who had knowledge of medicinal
plants herbs women who had babies
in the forests in the fields
as easily as they took a shit
rememberstrong women women who loved women
women who had power women who wanted peace
teach peace
register as a conscientious objector
stand up and speak peace even on the steps that lead
to christian altars
'
there is no such thing as a christian soldier
burn the bibles
yes
save your sons tell your daughters
be no one's victim
listen to your inner voice
women and men of peace
the only way to end oppression
bum down all the closets
end the retelling of war
your silence is accessory to the fact
admission of guilt
in a society where the only jobs you can get
are ·with the army
in a world where men would rather
shoot each other
than consider the possibility of touching softly
teach the children WHO we really are
ll
their only hope for survival
the tick on the neck of the patriarchial monster bear
which holds the world in its jaws
suck out every ounce of bloqd you can
look everyone in the eye ·
make sure they know who you are
say peace to the war clouds
give your name to an eagle

If you think there are no new frontiers,
watch a boy ring the front doorbell on
his first date.
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One of the problems with much contemporary gay literature is the authors'
insistence that our lives be exotic. Fire
Island, wealthy and sophisticated
neighborhoods in New York City, the
sexual undergrounds of San Francisco
and Los Angeles, and the jet set locales
of Europe seem to be the places where too
many gay writers put their stories.
· There's too seldom the chance to find
gay writing that takes place in settings
where you and I can really identify ourselves as belonging. That, or the interactions of the characters is so rarified, so
clearly intellectual or finely emotional,
that what happens to them doesn't
·include those day to day things thathappen to us.
· All-American Boys breaks that
·pattern. Here is· a tender and real love
story combined easily and honestly and
credibly with a teenager's coming out
story. ;)::,
Neil lives in a small Californian city
- it has nothing to do with SF or LA,
much more .to do with Portland or
Lewiston in its make up and the way it
operates. I Everyone in his school is
aflutter when a new family moves into
town. The guys are all hot and bothered
about Nancy, the teenager daughter.
Neil? Well, he just can't resist the smile
on Nancy's brother's face. All the hiding
and questioning evaporates when he
sees that. ,
The tentative love story of two
adolescents is nicely drawn. It rings
true; this is how two boys would do it if
they lived in America today, not in the ·
past when there was i much greater
onus ortt-1\~ 8 exuality. The y are just
regular guys in most ways. They play
sports. They go to movies, they eat junk
food, and they fall in love.
But gay love still isn't that easy. There
are despicable homophobic classmates
who are capable of great cruelty and
eventually great violence.
But this time the bad guys have picked
on the wrong good guy. Neil's been
studying karate and he knows how to
use it when it's necessary.
At one level, All American Boys is simplistic. It was written as a young adult
novel - to be read by teenagers, not
"adults" - and the story line isn't
confused with convulated emotions and
the plot doesn't have any great surprises
or twists in it. The good guys do win.
But the writing is superb.~The care-fully controlled and focused first person
narrative - from Neil's point ofviewis utterly authentic in its voice. This
sounds just like a teenage boy speaking
to us. That is no mean feat for a writer to
accomplish. There are moments of
indecision and trial. The momentum of
the book is irtfectio:u~. It will be a very
cold-hearted reader who doesn't cheer
the good guys in the fight scene.
The book has important moments of
detail that add substance to the volume.
The two men are not isolated, they don't
exist in a vacuum. They have to explain
themselves to their families and friends
and then to make decisions on how they
themselves will react to their reception.
They also are able to make a small but
significant contact with the larger gay
world. They find an older couple more
than willing to share their experiences
and learnings with the younger pair.
All-American Boys may not be
received as great literature. But it is a
wonderful book. The kind you'll enjoy
yourseif and the kind that you can give
to a straight friend or relative and say:
"This shows our humanity."
'
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Through its "subtle rendering of the
eroticism that can lurk under common- place acts" (Buron, Village Voice) the
film just barely reveals that Rolf is
falling in love with Guy even as the
latter continues to pursue heterosexual
passion, though in no way neglecting
his nonsexual adoration of Rolf. Guy
asks Rolf why he has given up trying to
rejoin his company and Rolf replies,
broodingly, "If there were a girl, it would
explain why I'm here."
The film reaches completion in two
climactic scenes: an· at first astonished
Guy permits himself to be seduced by
Rolfs desperate lovesickness, resulting
in a beautiful, impressionistic love
· scene. And the very next day, when
French authorities take possession of
the German, Guy gives chase, and ends
up being united with Rolf in death if not
in life.
In my judgment · the ·consummate
aesthetic success of the festival was The
Farewell, a film which sustains the
artistic and social-psychological
tradition of Ingmar Bergman, whose
production company enabled a Finnish
lesbian director to mount this film in
Sweden. In the tradition of Cries and
Whispers, the film sets the mood for
family agony - represented by parental
emotional rejection of Valerie, a
wonderful little girl, and by the father's
commoditization of women -with a mcist
evocative sound-track and the most·
mood-suppressing early 20th centur.v .
i nteriors. The film includes the
redemptive but largely ineffective
presence of the quintessential
Bergmanesque "earth niother," in the
person of the peasant .cook. To this
figure has been added an extraordinarily moving presence, namely a
goverriess whose caring .and loving
provide Valerie with much that the
parents withhold. However she is

summarily sent on her way when the
child reaches a certain age, with no
consideration by the parents of the gross
emotional loss·to either. ·
As a young adult in the 1930s Valerie
finds tenderness and a heretofore
unknown admiration from another
young woman. Their exquisite caresses
are abruptly coated with shame when
Valerie's parents confront them both
concerning.their relationship which, the ·
father warns, would have landed them
in a concentration camp had they been
living in Germany. Typical of the film as
a whole, this agonizing confrontation
transpires in a study panelled in dark .
woods befitting the emotional tone.

painstakingly tying a bow-tie with
considerable difficulty and perspicacity·l
The Gay Film Festival held in New
and - perhaps the most sensua
segment of the film - the washing of a
York City in December offered an array
of 17 - film programs, · most of them
floor-to-ceiling wall mirror (in a ballet
outstanding, from Canada, Denmark, studio) by a magnificently muscular,
handsome man who is observed in
France (4 films), Germany, Greece,
continual motion, both front and back
Israel, Mexico, The Netherlands (3),
Spain, Sweden-Finland, a11d the United simultaneously. It appeared that most of
the male audience were exasperated by
States (2). (See Sidebar.)Thefollowingis
a review of the 14 films shown during the the film, whereas the feminist-affirming
course of the four days I was able to be in
high jinks of Lesbian Voices were
thoroughly appreciated by its largely
New York. (The three which I was
female viewers.
unable to see are The Deputy, Olivia,
Family Life of Lesbians and Gays
The Fourth Man is a thoroughbred
and The Rubber Gun.) All but two of the
films - City of Lost Souls and The thriller, complete with the question - of
Angel; Blue Jeans, Drifting, The
whether there is a villain - left
Rainbow Serpent - had a very strong
Farewell, A Woman Called Eve,
unanswered: The film's major failure is
positive impact on me, both emotionally
Matinee, and Mirror, Mirror and intellectually. I shall try to explain one of sexual politics. By concentrating
constituting half the films I saw, pay
why' occasionally quoting or its plot and emotional content on
major attention to lesbian/gay people's
whether a gorgeous young woman, the
paraphrasing the festival's program
relationships with their relatives. The
widow of three young husbands, has
notes.
•
depictions were truly compelling,
through the practice of witchcraft
ranging from the suicide of Angel's
Artistic Caliber
arranged all their deaths and is about to
.father in response to his son's coming
do so a fourth time, we are once agai1;1
The artistic quality of most of the subjected to the nasty · stereotype of
out, through the melodrama of The
films ranged from supei:ior to women's sexual allure as a mortal threat
Farewell scene described above. to the
delicious humor of Drifting (the first gay
outstanding. Over and over again I was to men.
film ever made in homophobic Israel).
powerfully moved by the beauty and
Notwithstanding all of the above, The
Drifting centers upon a young man
pain of the imagery (as well as the
Fourth Man is- gorgeous to look at and
living with his grandmother. He longs to
technical competence 9 f t he the sound track leaves ho foreboding to
make his first film about his gay
cinematography), by the 1~superb
theimaginationasGerard,afamousbut
performances (including those.of gifted
impecunious writer is off to a provincial
experience, and Amos Guttman, the
film's gifted young director, states that
child actors, primarily in Blue Jeans, Dutch' city to deliver a lecture. On his
the ·essence of the film is about what
The Farewell, and Matinee), and by the
way there he is besieged by a series of
happens to us when we can't fulfill a
powerful emotional content,rJ of the terrifying omens and also develops a
dream: we become more bitter, and we
unfolding stories. To the extent that one
passion for Herman, a sexually exciting
drift.
can judge through the medium of young man whom he encounters
One night he ends up having to take
subtitles, the writing was consistently amongst the porn magazin~s in
home with him the trick .he'd thought
tight, the dialogue compelling.
Amsterdan's rail terminal. At the
himself finished with in the park, plus
The high artistic quality (with the lecture Gerard is "cruised" by Christine,
the ·trick's two friends who also lack
notable exception of von Praunheim's
a ravisliing, wealthy young widow
City of Lost Souls) is especially underwhom h w pends a couple ofnights with.
·continued on page 10
standable since outside the United
At first resisting her blandishments, he
States, primarily in Scandanavia and reverses his firm decision to return to
1983 NEW YORK 'GAY FILM FESTIVAL
The Netherlands (and with Israel a
Amsterdam upon discovering the
glaring exception), the films qualified
coincidence that Herman is her current
From November 30 to December 8, 1983, the New York Gay Film Festival was
for 100% funding by governments, as
lover. He skillfully plots to remain whi le
held at the Gramercy Theatre in New York City. Of the 17 films shown, all but
routinely as do non-gay films. This freed
she goes to fetch Herman whom he is
three - "The Deputy," "Olivia" and "The Rubber Man" (repeats from
producers ' and directors' creative
obsessed to possess, sexually. While she
previous NYGFFs) - are review~d in the accompanying article.
energies for concentrating-their talents
is gone he discovers that she has been
thrice widowed, each young husband
solely·on making the best possible films
Eleven of the films contain gay male content, four, lesbian content and two,
they knew how. In addition, leading
having died violently. After her return
both.
All are feature-lepgth films unle_ss otherwise noted.
European performing artists, in
Gerard boldly succeeds in seducing
contrast to the reported qualms of some
Herman who is in the midst -of
BLUE JEANS
France
American movie stars, appmrrp,.tly have
performing · fellatio when Gerard's
MATINEE ~ Mexico, approx. 1977
Director & Writer: Hughes Burin des
no hesitation about appearing in films
omens converge so as to absolutely
Director and Writer: Jaime Humberto
#
Roziers
with gay content. For example, the
convince him that Christine is about to
Hermosillo
80 minutes, color, 35mm.
strike again. He pleads in vain with
gifted Dutch actress, Renee Soutendijk,
90 minutes, color, 35mm.
had a supporting-role in A Woman Like
Herman to recognize that one of them is.
CASTA DIVA
Netherland 1982
Eve anq played the fascinating female
"the fourth man" whose violent death is
MIRROR, MIRROR Denmark 1978
Director and Writer: Eric de Kuyper
lead in the "stylishly filmed, occult
imminent. Ignoring Gerard, Herman
Director and Writer: Edward Fleming
107 minutes~black and, white, 16mm.
thriller," The Fourth Man, a worthy
pays the ultimate price and in the final
107 minutes, color, 35mm.
successor to Rosemary's Ba:t,y, and with
scene, Christine, having been
**CITY OF
France 1951
a major gay sub-plot, to boot.
summoned to the hospital because of the
OLIVIA
LOST SOULS
German 1983
There was a remarkable range of latest tragedy, accepts th.e offer of a
Director & Writer: Rosa von
*OLIVIA
France 1951
handsome young stranger to drive her
content. In some of the films - notably
Praunheim
Director: Jacquelin Aud"ry
The Farewell and Matinee -the lesbian
home.
89 minutes, color, 16mm.
Writer: Colette Audry, from the novel
or gay content was subtly interwoven
Rural beauty, including that of an old
· of Dorothy Bussy
into the plot relatively late in the film. At
French village, characterizes the
THE DEPUTY
88 minutes, black and white, 35mm.
theoppositepolevirtuallytheentirefilm
powerful film, We Were One Man. From
(CONFESSIONS OF A
was centered upon its homosexual
a Frep.ch mental hospital liberated
CONGRESSMAN)
Spain 1978
**PARADE
United States 1983
content in Angel, Drifting, Mirror
(before the film begins) by the flight of
Director: Eloy de l'Iglesia
Direcfur: Mike Mannetta
Mirror, Parade '83, and A Woman Like
its staff before a German World War II
Writers: Gonzalo Boichochea and Eloy
5 minute short subject, color, 16mm.
Eve. The middle ground was tellingly
onslaught, Guy, a young male patient,
de !'Iglesia
·
occupied by a third group pf films has escaped. He lives in an abandoned
Approx. 90 minutes, color, 35mm.
THE RAINBOW
especially Blue Jeans and We Were One
building in the midst of a forest and
SERPENT
France1983
Man - in which the leading characters,
adores · sex with an attfactive young ·
DRIFTING
Israel 1983
Director and Writer: Phillippe
with exquisite circumnavigation, slowly
woman· in the village nearby. Finding
Director and Writer: Amos Guttman.
Vallois
discover or ·reveal their homosexual
Rolf, a wounded German soldier with
83
minutes, color, 35mm.
90 minutes, color, 35mm.
potential.
the form of an Adonis, Guy nurses hiin
Reminding.the reader that most of the
back to health and they .develop an
*THE FAREWELL
. THE RUBBER GUN Canada 1977
Sweden/
:films. vyere lu.spious, t;o_lopk at and listen intense, often joyous, sometimes
Finland 1982
Director: Allen Moyle
to, I shall single out four for detailed combative bond. At first Rolf tries to
Director: Tuija-Maija Niskanen
Writer: Steve Lack, with Allan Moyle
,comment in this secti.on.
rejoin his company. but -Guy, }iaving
Writers: Eija-Eilina B.e rgholm with
and John Laing
,
The festival's only experimental films
sustained a miserable childhood utterly
Viveca Bandier
86 minutes, color,. 35mm.
were. several which were included in lacking of companions, uses brute force
Approx. 100 minutes, color, 35mm.
Lesbian Voices, and Casta Diva. "With
to forestall the departure of his new
WE WERE ONE MAN France 1979
neither dialogue nor plot, color nor friend.
THE FOURTH MAN
Director and· Writer: Phillippe Vallois
The
camera
Diva
Approx. 90 minutes, color, 35mm.
examines movement
the solitary ,"
andCasta
silent man
in - - -· -· · - - ·· .
Netherlands 1983
relation to his body. The film is a
Dir_ector: Paul Verhoeven
*Contains lesbian content.
cel'tbra'.tion of the male form , of nudity, _ ___ ~ ~ _ _ ___ _ _ ____ ~ ~ _ __ . Wnt~r: Gerard Soeteman
**Contains both lesbian & gay male
of gayness . . . " A series of sexually
95 mmutes, color, 35mm
content.
allu~ng men are o~serve~ in static MAINE'S GAY ADULT CINEMA *LESBIAN VOICES United Sta tes
set ti ngs and various mundane
~
A
·
f h t b' t
ANGEL
Greece 1982
. ·t·
S
ti"
· d b
·r
senes o s or su Jee s:
y
"Bond/ Weld" (Cathy Joritz)
act iVl ~es. ?me mes accompame
Director and Writer: George
"C l" (L
L · )
operatic anas (e.g. the title song)
Katakouzinos
completely unrelated to their actions,
ar~
au_ren azin ,,
120
minutes, color, 35mm.
the activities of the individual men
Ladi~s Agamst Women (Lauren
incl_ude: ba!~ing;cuttin~ pne'sownhair;
"J az_m ~
Th H rt" (Sh
•
Kusic) rom
e ea
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Jorge actually tips off the police as to the
final heist planned by the pair of
robbers. Jorge's cold motive for so doing
New York Gay Film Festival
is to have a ring-side seat, as it were, af
the climactic shoot-out. (When it begins
.shelter for the night. The following
to go awry he alerts the police that
morning he tries to woo his
they're missing the boat.) The film'E
· grandmother into the sitting-room so
final scene, in which the two boys
they will be out ofber line of vision when
receive a hero's welcome home following
they slip out of the flat. She, hQwever,
the deaths of the two robbers, provides
refuses to go to the living ·-room "until
the - ultimate proof that the boys'
those three leave."
·
personality contrast was the central
In Blue Jeans a sensitive and
concern of the filmmakers. Jorge falls
emotionally healthy 13-year-old boy,
into the arms of the crowd while Aaron,
Julian, returns . to his family's posh
mourning for Aquiles, flees even from
French chateau after a month-long
his family.
English holida:v. in the company of his
Mirror, Mirror is centered on the
schoolmates. From the word "go," the
relationship between Bent, an utterly
atmosphere of the holid·a y is highly and
"out" Danish gay man, sometime transcontinually charged with sex, sex and
vestite-and his former ballerina mother,
more sex - most of it talk b1Jt some of it
dying of cancer and regaling her son
heterosexual action with English young
with her stories from the-past for which
women. Julian's lovely date, in search of she dresses up in robe, wig and make-up
more potent pastures, trades him in for a · (hence the title). In anticipation of, a
much older, very handsome and rugged
major transvestite ball, Bent's circle of
French working -class teenager
friends also consult their mirrors,
coincidentally visiting his father, a
interminably. With remarkable sensimechanic who runs a foreign car garage
ti'v ity the film successfully integrates
· in the English town. Julian falls utterly
the hilarity and harshness of the Copenin love with the youth, suffering not only
hagen transvestite scene with Bent's
the agonies of unrequited passion but
deep appreciation of his mother, respect
also the cruel torments of his schoolfor the fantasy world which she has
mates who correctly perceive his
created to sustain her, and dignified
feelings. However, upon his return to the
insistence that medical personnel
bosom of his family, the only person in
permit her to die naturally.
whom he can confide his desolation is a
Angel presented the most emotionally
stranger - a college friend brought
overwhelming scenes of a gay person's
home for the holiday by Julian's older
family life. Angel, a sensitive, extremely
brother. It is not only a stark statement
handsome young gay man, lives with
about a vacuum in family nurturance,
his lower-working-class family. He has
but an authentic portrayal of the
good defenses against the constant
exquisite pain of first love, greatly
arguments of his parents, major among
exacerbated by its being homosexual.
which is the exquisite nonverbal
It is the volatility of family tensions
communion between himself and his
which first precipitates A Woman
severely handicapped sister.
·
Called Eve into an exposure to
In the midst of a devastatingly
lesbianism - the result of a generous
efficient police raid on Athens' leading
gesture by her husband in the form of a
cruising area, during which dozens of
gift of a holiday in the south of France,
gay men are brutally herded into paddy
away from the strains of family life.
wagons, Angelo is saved from that fat(l
With utter integrity, Eve cannot and will
by a burly sailor who shows him an
·not hide-· her powerful developing
escape route from the park and then
feellngs from her family. Hence her nicecomes on to him, with the result that,
guy husband gradually comes to react
after some initialllesitation by Angelo,
with great anger. An intense custody
they form a relationship. Before long,
struggle for their two children ensues.
however, the sailor insists that Angel
Though a social worker and a judge
support him by becoming a transvesfavor temporary custody by Eve, her
tite prostitute. Angel is eventually
husband is eventually awarded
beaten up in the course of plying his
permanent custody. In the final scene of
trade, with the result that the police
the movie Eve is about to depart, alone,
inform on him to his parents. There
from Amsterdam back to her French
follows a scene of the most excruciating
lover. At the last moment.she is unable
agony in which Angel's father insists
to board the train. One infers it is
that the disgrace of having a gay son is
because she cannot leave the city in
so great that he will never be able to face
which her children reside. (The gifted
the public humiliation. I~ consequence
Dutch director of this film, N ouchka van
. Brakel , reports a fire-storm of
disapproval when the film was first
shown in Paris. An audience composed
largely of lesbians shouted, at the film's
penultimate moment, to stop the
projector so that Eve would not walk
away from the train . In a rap group
following the screening the film was
castigated for its ending.) .
In Matinee the family content is
played out at several levels. In this
remarkable 1Mexican film two . boys
n amed Aaron and Jorge, perhaps 10
years old, become caught up in a
Saturday-afternoon-at-the-movies type
cops and robbers saga (hence the title).
This film is remarkable for the many
levels at which it operates, often
simultaneously: it includes· , tender ·
commentari~s -on _the respective f;unily
relationships pf ~ach'boy.and one ofth~
robbers, In 1:1.qdition it depicts relationships betweeh desperadoes and the
pt>lice; the concentration of a group of
boys on heterosexual images; the
revelation of how, for two of the macho
robbers, prison had previously provided
a much more felicitous environment for
their love affair than does freedom oii
the outside; the exquisite development of
a non-explicit love between Aaron .and
Aquiles (played by Hector Bonilla, a
leading Mexican film star); th e jealousy
of the other robber, causing him to
consider informing the police so h e and
Aquiles might resume their love affair in
jaH. Far and aw.ay the mo~t compelling
aspect, unfo)d~ng ,in .th~ midst .of .au ~he .
others and evident from first to last, i~A
study of _th e contr~sting . characteir
structures of the two .b9ys .-, 1 ~~ro:n,,·
capable or'great tenderness, and Jorge, a ·
highly self-serving thrill-seeker. In fact
continued from page g

1

he commits suicide with a kitchen knife
in full vi'ew of the family. The agony of
this scene is heigh~ned by the wordless
horror of Angel's sister, a helpless
observer.
By contrast, Drifting presents a !ather
utilizing very different strategies to
address his son's gayness. Not happy
about the latter's sexual orientation,
this Israeli father opines that it need not
be permanent. He chooses the occasion
of the reappearance of the son's former
girlfriend to suggest tlfat_the two young
people might well make it .tog~ther, notwithstanding the son's pnor impotence
with women. The father bases his
argument on his own experience when
he emerged from the concentration
camp!Nl,t age 24. He reports with dignity
that never having had sex before or
duri~g internment, it was not until the
age of 30 that he, the father, was able~
overcome his hang-ups and lose his
virginity. Therefore, he reasons, it is not
too late for his son - only in his early
20s after all - to make a similar
tra~sition. The son will have none of it.
. The multivariate_ richness of the
family lives of gay people, as
represented in these films , is a
marvelous statement that gay people
are first and foremost, people, with all
the'richness, complexity and connectedness of people in general.
Space and time have been exhausted
for now hut not the rich material
emanati~g from the New York Gay Film
Festival. Among the themes to be
developed in a future issue of Our Paper
are:
• The Places of Violence and
Death in the Films
• The Place of Heterosexual
Relations in the Films
• The Politics of the Films.
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In addition, Our Paper willrt>resent
observations of five of the films'
directors on:
• How the Films Were Received
by Critics and the Public ·
• Their Distribution and
Marketing
• The Utilization of People in the
Films Who Have Never Acted
Before (e.g. Mihalis Maniatis who
played ·Angel)
• Unexpected Aspects of Directing the Performers in the Explicitly
Sexual Scenes of the Films.
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Jerry's Banter
More than 30 years ago when Dwight
D. Eisenhower was President and I was
a teenager growing up on Long Island
(not the one in Casco Bay) my father
subscribed to The New Yorker magazine. Thursday afternoons I'd come
home from high school and lock myself
in the bathroom with the newly arrived
copy of our favorite magazine.hoping to
finish it before he woke up (he slept days
and worked nights) and started to look
'.,..
for it.
My father is dead. I subscril>e
to Thl'.
·~...
New Yorker. It is not the SW,ne. The
cartoons and covers still amuse; however, 'too much space to mY, : taste is
devoted to the ecological ari!;\ ' nuclear
crises of our time. Gone are the articles
by Janet Flanner and MolliW. PanterDownes; gone also are the sl\o~ stories
by such fine writers as SylviaT@wnsend
Warner (1893-1978).
This spring, anticipating~a couple of
weeks at home recovering from surgery,
I bought the newly published1..£etters of
Sylvia Townsend Warner edited by
William Maxwell (Viking, $26.00). for
my taste and inclinations I couldn't
have made a better choice. STW was a
woman of spirit and humor. Her letters
are exceptionally readacb-11:; and
beguiling, the .best antidote·fodny postoperative depression. .
Born at Harrow where her father
taught at the famous boys' sc]1b ol, STW
was educated at home by her P.Sients. In
1916 her father died. Her ~other, a
determined and witty woman nbt easy to
live with, propelled Sylvia to seek a life
of her own in London. Her first~ m bition
was to be a composer. IfWorld Wa:r I had
not made it impossible she would have
gone to GeI'Jl}.any to study with Arnold
Schoenberg. Instead she became a
musicologist, orie of the editors of the
massive Tudor Church Music.
Through friends she met Valentine
Ackland. lormerly ma~d; w,ho lived
alone in the country, wrote poetry and
wore trousers (in the 1920's this was
almost unheard ofin rural England and
was a dead giveaway). They developed a
depth of feeling for e
er that
bound them in a passiona: . d sometimes stormy relationship that lasted
their lives. Living in a number of places
in the southwest of England they finally
settled permanently in a cottage on the
banks of the River Frome, outside the
village of Maiden Newton in Dorset.
Some of the most charming letters deal
with STW's coping with the Frome's
flooding.
Other than her editorial work as a
musicologist, STW's initial publications were poetry, but her American
reputation rests almost entirely on her
prose. She published seven novels, an
acclaimed biography ofT.H. White and
numerous short stories and sketches -

144 in The New Yorker. The best of these
were later reissued in collections.
AllofSTW's writings are touched with
beauty and sympathy for the people she
writes about. Much of it is also touched
by.. the fantastic and macabre. Of her
novels my favorite remains Lolly
Willowes (1926), the very first selection
of the Book-of-the-Month Club. Lolly, a
middle-aged spins·i;er, escapes from her
protective family to live alone in tp.e
country and decides to become a ·witch.
Because STW moves naturally into the
occult this reader goes with her. She had
the power to depict the unusual as
natural. "The view of Rome," my
favorite of her short stories (later
collected in Swans on an Autumn River),
first appeared in The New Yorker in .
1962. An aged artist, in the hmtpital and
anxious to be released so he can get
home to his cat and domestic pursuits,
creates a niece out of his imagination
and the nurses' credulity. 1Both Lolly
and the artist want to lead their own life
without familial ties and traps.
STW's-life was less,macabre than the
people she wrote about. Except for a
short period in the 193Q's when she and
Valentine were ijctive in left wing
politics and went to Spain during the
civil war, they led essentially a domestic
existence. The things that interested
STW and that she wrote about in these .
letters are the things that intei:e!;!t
sensible people who choose to live in the
country. Gardening, berry . picking,
animals, making jam, and the rare trip_
to London are the sorts of events that
animate these letters.
·
The editor of this collection, William
Maxwell, believes that STW's letters to
people gh~ivas in closetouch,wiUi.areon
the whole less interesting, more
ordinary, than the letters to people she
rarely saw. Some of the recipients of
these letters she never met, most she saw
less than a dozen times in their lives.
In America during the fall of 1939
STW visited the offices of The New
Yorker where she met William Maxwell,
her editor at the magazine. Maxwell was
enchanted with her. "She was dressed in
black. Her voice had a slightly husky,
intimate quality. Her conversation was
so enchanting it made my head swim. I _
did not want to let her out of my sight.
Ever."
STW and Maxwell became fast friends
and he agreed to be her literary executor.
This part of his labor oflove he has done
remarkably well. When she and
Valentine Ackland were separated they
usually wrote to each other at the
beginning and end of each day and these
letters, love letters, though preserved are
not by STW's restrictions included in
this collection. The notebooks and love
letters will not be published for some
years. May I live long enough to read
them.·
' .
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By Nancy Brockway

First, I need to apologize to my sisters
and brothers in the labor union movement for my attempt to be so tongue-incheek last month about the PeoplExpress being non-union that I came off
sounding like I think that is a good idea.
I don't.
Next, I should apologize in advance,
because I'm about to pan the movie
Yentl. It's well worth seeing, and all my
friends who've seen it liked it a lot, even
though they never believed for a minute
that Streisand was a man. I mostly·
didn't believe it either, and it's the
reasons for that disbelief which turned
me off from the film.
Here's a clue: Barbara Streisand was
in every scene in the movie: I might
think this was great, because I love her
singing-and much of her acting in other
,movies. •But what it meant was that all
of the characters were seen only in relation to 'her character. You know what
goes on in their lives only because it
happens in the presence of Yentl/
Anshel, the woman turned Yeshiva boy
that Streisand plays, or because they tell
her/ him about it. The other characters
are reduced to cardboard cutouts who
are placed around Yentl/ Anshel to set
up a situation for her/him to deal with.
As a result, their motivations are
unclear. And, paradoxically, that
muddies the communication of
. Yentll-Anshel's, too. For example, we
are meant to believe that Eastern
European Jewish culture at the tum of
the century was so deeply divided along
sex role lines that a woman could pass
herself off as a boy because no one would
have believed she would do it, and the
idea of a woman at a Yeshiva school
(school for religious learning) was a contradition in terms. Intellectually it
computes. But the point would have
come across more strongly if we had
gotten more inside the people from
Yentl's shtetl, and'the men and boys at
the Yeshiva, and seen them .act out this
worldview in other contexts.
We did get a few pat scenes where the
attitudes were mouthed. The shtetl folks
cluck over Yentl's ignorance of cooking
and disinterest in marriage. Without
knowing any of them individually, we
are shown them reproaching Yentl like a
Greek chorus for calling out to her father
in Temple.
It came closest to working on an emotional level for me when Yentl/Anshel's
buddy at the Yeshiva, the handsome
Avigdor, thinking he is talking to his
young man friend, tells Yentl/ Anshel
that he doesn't want his fiance to think,
because she is a woman. Avigdor would
not have shared such thoughts, or any
thoughts, with a woman, so we know he
doesn't suspect Yentl. We know it
because we understand Avigdor.
We could get to know the context of
Yentl's actions betterifwecametoknow
the other characters with whom Yentl
must deal and who we are to believe
• niake her choices risky for her. More
. understanding of the context in which
Yentl is trying her desperate gamble at a
chance for knowledge would help us to
understand what level of risk she
actually ran. Knowing that, we could
understand her character better as we
saw how she dealt with the risks.
There were other parts of the movie
that missed their mark or didn't hang
together, for lack of full explication. We
can figure out that the scene of Yentl/
Anshel being ripped off when she pays
for a ride to town and is left in the dust by
the laughing people in the cart is an
example of Gentiles taking advantage
where they can of Jews in that rabidly
anti-Semitic culture. But the scene is
fuzzy about this. (Indeed, the mQvie
ignores the exploitation and oppression
suffered by Jews in Eastern Europe; as
far as I know, there were still pogroms
around the tum of the century, but you
I
wouldn't know it to look at this romanticized view of Jewish life at the time.
Why, you might ask yourself, were all
those Jews on the boat with Streisand at
the end of the movie? Were they going t6
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America so that the women among them
could go to Yeshiva as we are supposed
tQ believe Yentl is doing? An implausible
hypothesis, to say the least ... )
A key element in the plot, Yentl's
motivation for marrying Avigdor's
now-ex-fiance, is still lost on me. We
know Avigdor is going to leave unless
Yentl does marry Hadass, and we know
Yentl is in love with Avigdor and agrees
to marry her to keep Avigdor from
leaving town from a broken heart. But
again, I could not understand Avigdor's
reasons for wanting his young buddy
Yentl to marry the only woman Avigdor
ever loved. We are given two motives,
and neither one of them was clear to me.
I kept attributing to Avigdor emotions
that made sense from my worldview,
such as either, not wanting his best
friend to get his girl, or not caring who
married her, neither of which would give
him any reason to want Yentl/ Anshel to
marry her. So I didn't see any reason for
Yentl/Anshel to take this risk.
And this brings us to the movie's
essential homophobia. The titters in the
audience when the new groom gets anywhere close to· consummating the
marriage share the attitude of the film:
gays are queer. As in Tootsie and
Victor/ Victoria, the star who is passing
never once gives the impression she
could love people of the same sex, except
as friends. And she never seems to have
considered that this sex that is being
demanded of her or offered to her could
be seriously considered. She is completely blocked off from feelings that you
know and I know are possible. The
mostly straight audience refused to take
them in as well. The sex-avoidance
scenes were just a chance to get nervous
over the risk and get titillated over the
weirdness of it all. Streisand doesn't
God-forbid feel any conflict over her
choice to avoid kissing her wife. And you
can be sure that it wasn't just cuz she
was afraid it would be discovered that
she was a woman.
It didn't have to be played that way. I
am told that the original Isaac Bashevis
Singer short story had Yentl/Anshel
making love to her naive and trusting
wife, who was so sheltered she didn't
know what men's bodies looked like or
what men did in bed. (Maybe Yentl/
Anshel kept her nightshirt on in the
short story, I don't know.) Well, Hadass
is portrayed as that innocent in the film;
the choice not to have sex with her is
Yentl/Anshel's choice not to have s·ex
with a woman.
It's not even so noble as Yentl/Anshel's desire not to trick Hadass into a
sex act that would horrify her if she
knew the truth. Marrying her was just as
despicable in their culture, as Avigdor's
initial disgust at learning the truth
about Yentl confirms for us.
I bet Singer didn't put in the lesbian
act because he liked the idea and
nurtured secret hopes for the happiness
of the couple. So I suspect I wouldn't
have been any happier if Streisand had
played it as written. I just have to
remember that this movie confirms
heterosexuality as the norm, for all it
challenges male-female role stereotypes. At least in Victor/ Victoria we got
to see Music Man star Robert-Preston
and football player Alex Karas playing
real homosexuals, enjoying. sex with
other men, albeit offcamera.
I want to go see it again with some
friends, not alone, and to enjoy the other
aspects of the film. Some bits worked
wonderfully, like getting caught up with
the excitement of learning and arguing
and chewing ideas over at the Y~shiva; I
started to believe why Yentl would take
such a risk to be a part of that. Although
I found the songs distracting this time, I
love Streisand's singing, and might
enjoy them if I wasn't so concerned
about the film's ' dramatic tension
holding together. The film is beautifully
photographed and edited. And the
strand of · plot development showing
Yentl/Anshel as she gradually learns
the unfamiliar male mannerisms and
passes more and more successfully was
brilliantly executed; I'd go back again
just to s_~ Streisand in drag . :. ... . , ·
...,
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CALENDAR .
Friday, Jan. 2 7
"Feminism and Gay Men," discussion
moderated by Ellie Haney and Brian
Fairbrother, Gay People's Alliance, 92
Bedford St., USM campus, 7:00, All
Welcome. ·
Saturday, Jan. 28
Boogie Bash da11ce jam-a· space
where one can move to a variety of inspiring recorded dance music at the People's Building, 155 Brackett St., third
floor, Portland, 8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m. $2.
admission. Free cold spring water provided. Call 775-5658 for information.
Women Outdoors cross-country skiing in the White Mountains, call 781-4104
for information.
Sunday,Jan.29
.
Scott, Tina, and Co., comedy drag act,
the Underground,
Spring St.,
Portland.
Dance with "The Practical Cats"·
· benefit fundraiser for Take Back the
, Night; Cummings Center, Munjoy·Hill,
7:30 to midnight, suggested donation
$3.00, BYOB, wheelchair accessible,
refreshments available.
INTERWEAVE Augusta, panel discussion: "How to Survive Living in the
Closet", All Souls Unitarian Church, 11
King St., 8:00
Wednesday, Feb. 1
Angela Davis on '!Women, Race, and
Class," Colby College, Given Auditorium, 8:00,pm, reception following.
Sunday,Feb.5
Women Outdoors hike to Hermit Lake,
Mt. Washington. Call 781-4157 or 7747066 before Feb. 2.
Thursday, Feb. 9
Virginia Apuzzo, USM gymnasium,
Portland, 7:30 pm, reception following at
Sonesta Hotel.
Saturday, Feb. 11
Women Outdoors cross-country skiing
in the Sugarloaf area. Call 948-3131 for
information.
Saturday-Tuesday, Feb. 11-14
Lianna, at The Movies, 10 Exchange
St., Portland.

Erna

J. Koch

Attorney At Law

Sunday; Feb. 12 ' ·,
Valentine's Dell ' Brunch, at New
Ventures Fine Furniture, 235 Congress
St., Portland, 11:00 am-3:00 pm, catered
by Naturally Catered, $1 contribution
requested.
Tuesday, Feb. 14
St. Valentine's Gay Party, Spring St.
Gym, 117 Spring St., Portland.
Valentine's Day Party, Papa Joe's, 80
Water St., Augusta, 9-1.
Wednesday, Feb. 15
Women Outdoors planning session
and meeting, Everywoman's Center,
YWCA Portland, 6 p.m. , call 774-4044 for
information.
Friday, Feb. 17
Barry Wood at Gay People's Alliance,
92 Bedford St., Portland, 7:00,
discussing the various counseling needs
of lesbians and gay men and how his
helping approach has changed since his
"coming out."
Sunday,Feb. 19
Sock Hop, .Papa Joe's, 80 Water St.,
Augusta, 7 p.m.-1 a.m., $1. cover.
Monday,Feb.20
~
George Washington's Birthday Sale,
Spring St. Gym, 117 Spring St., Portland.
Friday, Feb. 24 through Sunday,
Feb.26
Women Outdoors Northeast Gathering-skiing, music, forums, Peterborough, N.H., call 617-926-8014.
Saturday, Feb. 25
Boogie Bash-a dance jam space
where one can move to a variety of inspiring recorded dapce music at the P~ople's Building, 155 Brackett St., thud
floor, Portland, immediately following
the evening's production of The Black
Madonna (about 9:30). $2 admission.
Call 775-5658 for intormation.
Saturday-Sunday, Feb. 25-26
Bent opens at USM, Luther Bonney
Auditorium; also March 3, 4, 10 and 11.
Wednesday,Feb.29
Leap Day Party, Spring St. Gym, 117
Spring St., Portland.
,.
Sunday, March 4
Mardi Gras Masquerade Party,
Sportsman's, 2 Bates St._, Lewiston,
judgint at 10:00 pm.

·MEETINGS 'r··· ..
MONDAYS
Feminist · Spiritual Community
every Monday, 7 P.M., State St.
Church, Portland.

Gay Health Adi~n Committee -irregular Mondays. Portland - call 773-5540.

TUESDAYS
Greater · Portland N.O.W. - . fourth
Tuesday of the month, Y. W.C.A.; 87
Spring St., Portland, 7:30 P.M.
.
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anqnymous every Tuesday, open discu·s sion
meeting, 8 P.M., First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.

Our Paper staff meeting- every Tuesday, 7:30 P.M., Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
·P ortland. New members are welcome.

.

Gay /Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous _'every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 P.M.,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St. 1 Portland.
FRIDAYS
Gay People's Alliance- every Friday,
7 pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings (no meetings during school
vacation).
Northern uunbda Nord- second Fri.
day of the month - diacusai.on group,
in ·New Sweden.
SATURDAYS
Interweave Bangor - third Saturday
of the month; Unitarian Church, Main
St., 6 P.M. potluck and meeting.
Gay / Lesbian Al-Anon - every
Saturday , 8 P.M., First Parish
Unitarian Universalist Church, 425
Congress St., Po~land.

Alliance To Preserve Reproductive SUNDAYS
Choice - second Tuesday of the
month, Y:W.C.A., 87 Spring St., Port- Men's Network - first Sunday of the
land, 7 P.M.
,
·
month, Preble St. Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave., Portland, 6:30 P.M. potWEDNESDAYS
luck and social.
Gay · Parents Support Group, · meets Northern Lambda Nord - last
every Wednesday, 7:30 pm, call 780-4085 Sunday of the month - business
or 772-4741 (Portland) for information.
meeting, 1:00 P.M. followed by potluck.
Bowdoin GayiStraight Alliance - first
and third_ Wednesday, 7:30 pm. Chase W"tlde-Stein Club - every Sunday - .
Bain Chamber, 256 Maine ·st. .(above 7:00 P.M. - Peabody Lounge, 3rd
garage), Brunswick. Call 725-8731 ext. floor, Memorial Union, Univ. of
633 (Scott) or write M.U. 367. Bowdoin Maine; Orono.
CoHege. Meetings held only when
College is in session.
THURSDAYS
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymousevery Thursday, discussion meeting
8:00 pu1, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Ban~or.

INTERWEAVE Augusta-last Sunday
of the month, All Souls Unitarian
Church, 11 King St., 6:30 potluck and
meeting,

Democratic Party cauc~ses, statewide.

185 Middle Street
P.q. Box 7685
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774-8273

the·cate

General Practice
Family Law
Commercial Law
Bankruptcy

FINE USED FURNITURE

129- SPRING STREET

235 Congress Street
Wed .-Sat. 10:30-5:30
Sunday 12:00-4 OG
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P.O. BOX 10744
PORTLAND, MAINE 04104
·' (207) 773-5540

PLE.4S£ b.,P 6•{ foit DET~IL.S.
STA~ 'T"INC:r SoOAJ. um ITE'O
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LESS/GAY NETWORK
Bates Gay/ Straight Alliance
Bates College
·
Lewiston 04240
·Bowdoin Gay/ Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011
Common Scold
c/ o The Collective
c/ o Elze
372 Preble St.
So. Portland 04106 .
Dignity of Maine
P.O. Box 7021
Lewiston 04240

FoA mt:N

Downeaet Gay Alliance
P.0.-Box O
Ellsworth 04605
Feminist Spiritual Community
cl o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101
Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04104
Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
clo First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

'.

Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Pqrtland
Gny People's Alliance
92 Bedford St.
· Portland 04102
780-4085

STEAMBOAT ROAD
BAILEY ISLAND, MAINE 04003
(207) 833-6720

24 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 761-0106

Mid-Coast Gay Men
P.O. Box 496
Camden 04843

Parente and Friends of Gaye
P .O. Box 215
Augusta 04330

National Organization for Women
clo Kerbleelri
73 Fem St.
Bangor 04401

Seacoast Gay' Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103

Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 8457
Portland 04915

Northern Lambda Nord
P .O. Box 990
Caribou 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888

Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

OUR PAPER
P.O.'Box 10744
Portland 04101

Interweave
P.O. Box 215
Augusta 04330 .

'.

WebWork
Box' 131-D
Calais 04619
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